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INTRODUCTION
The function of the Development Control Board is to consider planning applications and also to take
enforcement action against breaches of planning control and related matters.
AGENDA LAYOUT
Reports on a planning application describes the application site, the proposed development, any
relevant planning history, responses from those who have been consulted on the application along with
any other comments received, and, lastly, a report on the main planning issues relevant to the
application. The reports also contain a recommendation to the Board Members, generally either for
refusal or approval. The recommendation appears at the beginning and at the end of each report. There
is a narrative by the Planning Officer of his/her consideration and the reason for refusal, or the
conditions to be attached to an approval, are set out at the end of the report.
UPDATE
The main agenda is printed some time before the Board meeting. The Update is a document which is
prepared the day before the meeting and circulated to Members. It provides information about
applications to be considered at the meeting which has emerged since the agenda was printed. This
could include further comments from interested parties, recent changes to the application and
amendments to the recommendation. Copies of the Update are made available to the public.
THE MEETING
The Chairman and Vice-Chairman sit on the dais at the front of the Council Chamber. Planning Officers
sit on their right and a legal representative and the Committee Co-ordinator usually sit on their left.
The Chairman may take agenda items in an order which reflects the degree of public interest.
The Chairman will propose each item and invite Members to indicate if they would like to discuss. If an
item is not proposed for discussion, the Chairman will ask Members to vote in accordance with the
Officer recommendation. However, those items where a member of the public has registered to speak
against the Officer recommendation will be discussed by the Board. There will be no need for public
speakers to address the Board if the speaker was going to support the Officer recommendation.
For items for discussion, the Planning Officer will usually make a presentation, describing the proposal,
outlining the main planning considerations and concluding with the recommendation. Where a request
to speak has been made by 12 noon on the designated date, and granted, the Chairman will invite
speakers to sit in a designated area equipped with microphones. Where the Officer’s recommendation is
to allow the application, the objectors will have the opportunity to speak first, followed by any supporter.
The reverse order will apply in cases where the Officer’s recommendation is that the application be
refused. Each speaker will be allowed three minutes to make their points.
Members or Officers may clarify any points with the speaker(s) before Members consider the
application. Thereafter, no public speaking will be allowed and the speaker(s) will be asked to return to
the public gallery.
The Chairman has the discretion to curtail or extend speaking in individual cases if it is considered
appropriate.
SITE MEETINGS
If it becomes apparent during the Board’s deliberations on an application that the Board cannot fully
appreciate the impact of a proposal without seeing the site first, Members may decide to defer the
application so that a site meeting can be held. If agreed, the item will not be discussed further at this
meeting.

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL BOARD
AGENDA
Thursday 6 June 2019
Update
1.

Apologies for Absence

2.

Declarations of Interest
To receive declarations of interest from Members including the
terms(s) of the Grant of Dispensation (if any) by the Audit Board
or Managing Director.

3.

Confirmation of the Minutes of the meeting held on 18 April
2019

4.

References from other committees

5.

Urgent Items

(Pages 3 - 6)

The Chairman will announce his decision as to whether there
are any urgent items and their position on the agenda.
ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION IN PUBLIC
6.

19/00538/RCON
Beefs and Babes Gymnasium, 217 London Road, Stone,
Kent.

(Pages 7 - 14)

Proposal
The removal of condition 2 of planning permission
DA/15/01452/VCON (granted on appeal) to allow the gym to
operate on a 24 hour basis.
Recommendation
Approval
7.

19/00376/COU
Unit A, Lucknow House Havelock Drive, Greenhithe, Kent.
Proposal
The change of use from ClassA1 (Retail) to Class D1 (Dental
Surgery).
Recommendation
Approval

(Pages 15 - 22)

8.

18/01548/COU
Holy Trinity Church, High Street, Dartford, Kent.

(Pages 23 - 30)

Proposal
The change of use of 43square metres of land at the rear of the
Church to play space and the erection of a timber fence.
Recommendation
Approval
9.

19/00299/FUL
26 Gasson Road, Swanscombe, Kent.

(Pages 31 - 36)

Proposal
The erection of a detached garage. (Retrospective application).
Recommendation
Approval.
10.

18/01425/FUL
Land to the rear of Barton Road, Sutton at Hone, Dartford,
Kent.

(Pages 37 - 48)

Proposal
The demolition of an existing stable building and the erection of
a two bedroomed bungalow with associated parking and a
stable.
Recommendation
Refusal
ITEMS FOR INFORMATION IN PUBLIC
11.

Development Control Performance Monitoring

(Pages 49 - 56)

12.

Workstream Update: Appeals and Representations on
Other Developments

(Pages 57 - 60)

13.

Decisions Taken Under Delegated Powers

(Pages 61 - 92)

UPDATE
DEVELOPMENT CONTROL BOARD
6th June 2019

Item 6

Beefs & Babes Gymnasium, 217 London Road,
Stone

19/00538/RCON

NEIGHBOUR NOTIFICATION
Since the agenda report was finalised an additional objection letter has been received
which asserts that the proposed extended hours would create parking issues in Acacia
Road. As well as the noise of cars coming and going creating issues for local residents.
COMMENTS
These issues have previously been raised by other objectors and I am of the opinion
that concerns relating to car parking and congestion in the surrounding area and
potential disturbance from people using the gym in the proposed extended hours have
already been addressed within the DC Board report.

Item 8

Holy Trinity Church, High Street, Dartford

18/01548/COU

NEIGHBOUR NOTIFICATION
Since the agenda report was finalised an additional objection has been received from
the developer of the adjacent Bullace Mews development.
The objector is concerned that the Board did not previously consider the noise
intrusion as unacceptable to the neighbouring residents. The letter points to the
objections received from the residents of the Bullace Mews who purchased their
properties prior to the nursery being opened.
The objection advises that the planning application for the conversion of Bullace Mews
to residential required the submission of an Environmental Acoustic Report for sound
proofing to mitigate against impact from noise sources. But these measures were
based on sound measurement at the time and so did not take into account the external
nursery use.
The letter states that restricting the hours alone would be unfair particularly as one of
the residents of Bullace Mews is recently retired and purchased his property prior to
the nursery being opened.
The objection advises that he is not opposed to the nursery use itself but considers
that the access way area is inappropriate for use as a children’s play space

Finally they comment that whilst the proposed new fencing may match the cladding of
Bullace Mews, it will hide a very old flint wall that has been restored, under the
guidance of the Council’s Conservation Officer.

COMMENT
I consider that these issues have been addressed in the main agenda report.

DARTFORD BOROUGH COUNCIL
DEVELOPMENT CONTROL BOARD
MINUTES of the meeting of the Development Control Board held on Thursday 18
April 2019 at 7.00 pm
PRESENT:

105.

Councillor D E Hunnisett (Chairman)
Councillor I D Armitt JP (Vice-Chairman)
Councillor A Bardoe
Councillor J Burrell
Councillor M J Davis
Councillor J A Hayes
Councillor S R Jarnell
Councillor P Kelly
Councillor T A Maddison
Councillor R S L Perfitt
Councillor M I Peters
Councillor L J Reynolds
Councillor Mrs R L Shanks
Councillor Mrs R F Storey

FIRE EVACUATION PROCEDURE AND THE ARRANGEMENTS AND
CONSTRAINTS RELATING TO THE FILMING OR RECORDING OF THE
MEETING.
The Clerk to the Board explained the fire evacuation procedure and the
constraints and arrangements for the filming or recording of the Meeting.

106.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies for absence were submitted on behalf of Councillors Brown, M.
Maddison, McLean, and Mote.
The Board noted the appointment of Councillors Davis and T. Maddison as
substitutes for Councillors Mote and M Maddison respectively.

107.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
There were no declarations of interest received.

108.

CONFIRMATION OF THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 14
FEBRUARY 2019
RESOLVED:
That the Minutes of the Development Control Board held on 14 February
2019, be confirmed as a correct record of that meeting.

109.

REFERENCES FROM OTHER COMMITTEES
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It was reported that there were no matters referred to the Board for
consideration.
110.

URGENT ITEMS
It was noted that there were no urgent matters for the Board to discuss.

111.

18/00927/FUL
1B FAESTEN WAY BEXLEY, KENT. DA5 2JB
The Board considered a report on an application for the demolition of an
existing double garage and the construction of a two storey 3 bedroomed
detached dwelling with detached garage.
The Chairman introduced Mr Pullum who spoke against the application and
Mr Hall who supported it.
Members’ attention was drawn to the update which had been circulated.
Members discussed the application, and the site visit which had taken place,
and expressed concern about aspects of the proposal which they considered
to be contrary to policy which weighed against the proposed dwelling as a
windfall development.
RESOLVED
That the application be refused for the following reasons:
The proposed development by virtue of its unplanned windfall nature and its
siting on green - field garden land would lead to a loss of valuable garden land
and result in the loss of a range of garden sizes and a cramped overbearing
development detrimental to the character and visual amenities of the area.
The benefits of providing one new dwelling on the site are reduced by the
Council’s ability to demonstrate a five year housing land supply and do not
outweigh the dis - benefits identified. As such the development is contrary to
Policy CS10 of the adopted Core Strategy and Policies DP2, DP6, DP7, and
DP9 of the Dartford Development Policies Plan and the Windfall
Supplementary Planning Document (2014).

112.

18/00949/COU
WILLOW COURT, 31B, DEVON ROAD, SUTTON AT HONE, KENT. DA4
9AA
The Board considered a report on an Application for the conversion of an
unauthorised building to a two bedroom dwelling, and the addition of a rear
dormer.
Members’ attention was drawn to the update circulated.
The Chairman introduced Mr Burch who spoke opposing the application.
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Members expressed concern that the proposals themselves would result in an
inappropriate, intrusive building which would impact on the amenity of
neighbours and on the character and visual amenities of the area.
RESOLVED
That the Application be rejected for the following reasons:
1. The proposed development by virtue of its increased ridge and eaves
height would lead to a significant increase in bulk mass and volume of
the building causing harm to the visual amenities and character of the
area contrary to Policies DP2 and DP7 of the adopted Dartford
Development Policies Plan 2017.
2. The proposed development by virtue of the position of the dormer
window within the front roof slope of the building would lead to
perceived overlooking of the properties within the immediate vicinity
contrary to Policies DP5 and DP7 of the adopted Dartford Development
Policies Plan 2017.
113.

TREE PRESERVATION ORDER NO. 3 2018 - 10 INDIVIDUAL TREES AND
5 GROUPS OF TREES - FRED MEAD, AND HOOK PLACE FARM, HOOK
GREEN ROAD, SOUTHFLEET, KENT. DA13 9PQ
The Board considered a report proposing the making of an Order to provide
protection for 10 individual trees and 5 groups of trees, the Fred Mead,
Southfleet, Kent.
Members’ attention was drawn to the update circulated, and to additional late
objections raised by the land owner which were reported verbally in detail at
the meeting.
With regard to these objections it was reported that further inspections by the
Council’s arboricultural consultant refuted the claims being made by the land
owner relating to possible disease of certain trees.
RESOLVED
That Tree Preservation Order No. 3 - 2018, Fred Mead, Southfleet, Kent
DA13 9PQ is confirmed without modification.

114.

DECISIONS TAKEN UNDER DELEGATED POWERS
Development Control Board Members received, for information, a report on
the decisions taken by Officers under delegated powers for the period 31
January to 3 April 2019.
The Chairman congratulated Planning Officers on the large number of
decisions completed and on their hard work in this period.
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RESOLVED:
That the report be noted.
115.

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL BOARD 2015 - 2019
The Chairman informed Members that this was the last meeting of the Board
in the current Municipal Year, and also the last of the current Council, as
Municipal elections would take place in early May, a new Council would be
elected, and a new Board would commence in June.
Accordingly he thanked all Board Members and supporting Officers for their
hard work during this year and previous years and wished all Members well in
the forthcoming Elections.
In addition the Chairman paid special thanks to those Members who were not
seeking re - election and particular thanks to Councillor Pat Kelly the Shadow
Board Chairman who was standing down.
Councillor Kelly responded that he had enjoyed his period of service as
Labour’s planning lead and that following on from Councillor John Muckle had
been no easy task.
However he thanked the Board for its diligence, noting that he always felt that
the Board’s work was conducted amicably and without recourse to party political doctrines and that its objective was always the benefit of Dartford and
its residents.

The meeting closed at 8.07 pm

Councillor D E HUNNISETT
CHAIRMAN
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Reference:

19/00538/RCON

Officer: Matthew Apperley

Location:

Beefs & Babes Gymnasium
217 London Road
Stone
Kent
DA9 9DQ

Proposal:

Removal of condition 2 of planning permission DA/15/01452/VCON (granted
on appeal) to allow the Gym to operate as a 24hr Gym

Applicant:

Nicole Scott
Beefs & Babes Gymnasium
217 London Road
Stone
Kent
DA9 9DQ

Parish / Ward: Stone
RECOMMENDATION:
Approval for the Removal of Condition
SITE DESCRIPTION
(1)
The application site is located on the southern side of Main Road and is occupied by a
gym (Beefs and Babes) which occupies a former factory and warehouse building. The site also
incorporates No. 215 London Road to the west of the gym, which is a detached two storey
property also used for commercial purposes (Swift Home Improvements). Immediately in front
of the gym building(s) is a hard surfaced area which the original 2009 planning permission for
the said gym (reference DA/09/00701/COU), approved for the parking of 7 cars. The change of
use permission also approved 2 parking spaces for the gym in front of No. 215 London Road
and a further 7 off street car parking spaces (to be used after the adjacent commercial operation
closes after 18:00 hours) in the south west corner of the site, to the south of No. 215 London
Road.
(2)
To the west of the site on the opposite side of Oak Road is another large commercial
premises (a bathroom and lighting showroom). To the south of that and to the south west of the
site there are residential properties in Oak Road. To the east and south east of the site there
are more residential properties along London Road and in Acacia Road.
THE PROPOSAL
(3)
This application seeks to remove condition 2 of application reference
DA/15/10452/VCON that was allowed at appeal and increased the original opening times of the
gym. The said condition restricts the opening hours of the gym and reads as follows:
"The use hereby permitted shall not be open to customers outside the hours of 06:00 to 23:00
Mondays to Fridays inclusive and 08:00 to 20:00 on Saturdays and Sundays and 10:00 to 18:00
hours on Bank Holidays and at no time on Christmas Day or New Year's Day."
(4)
The application to remove the above mentioned condition seeks to allow the gym to
operate 24 hours a day / seven days a week.

(5)
The applicant has stated that there will be no music played at the premises during the
proposed increased hours of opening.
(6)

The proposal would not result in any physical works to the site.

RELEVANT HISTORY
(7)
Planning permission for the change of use of the former factory / warehouse building(s)
to a gym (Class D2) with associated parking was approved in September 2009 under
application reference DA/09/00701/COU.
(8)
An application to vary the opening hours of the gym (reference DA/15/01452/VCON)
as originally approved in application reference DA/09/00701/COU, was allowed at Appeal in
October 2016. The Inspector's decision restricted the opening hours to 06:00 to 23:00 Mondays
to Fridays inclusive and 08:00 to 20:00 on Saturdays and Sundays and 10:00 to 18:00 hours
on Bank Holidays and at no time on Christmas Day or New Year's Day.
COMMENTS FROM ORGANISATIONS
(9)
Environmental Health Manager - Advises that as the applicant does not intend to play
music at the premises during the additional hours of operation, they do not have any objections
to the proposal. They advise that they consider the playing of music is the only activity likely to
have resulted in an adverse impact during the additional operating hours.
NEIGHBOUR NOTIFICATION
(10)
A total of 139 representations have been received in relation to this application which
consists of 127 letters of support and 12 letters of objection.
(11)

The letters of support raise the following issues:
-

(12)

The Gym is a positive and important facility for the community, which promotes
health, fitness and wellbeing.
Local businesses such as this should be supported.
The additional hours will provide opportunities for those members of the
community who work long hours and / or shift work to be able to use the gym.
The more flexible hours would allow members more flexibility when they could
use the gym and allow them more time to spend with their families.
The nearest other (24 hour) gyms are in the Dartford town centre, which are
inconvenient for local people to get to.
The music currently played in the Gym is not audible to local residents at
present and as no music is to be played in the extended hours the proposal
would not create any noise issues.
The proposed extended opening hours would not result in any parking issues.
The owners of the gym have always been respectful to neighbours and done
all they can to be good neighbours.

The letters of objection raise the following issues:
-

The gym already creates noise and disturbance via loud music being played at
the gym. The playing of loud music 24/7 would not be acceptable.
People using the gym late at night also cause disturbance via cars pulling up
outside adjacent local residential properties and people coming and going at
all hours.
The gym already creates parking issues and congestion in the adjacent
residential streets.
People using the gym park right on the junction of London Road and Oak Road,
which creates visibility and highway safety issues.
The area already has a huge litter problem.

-

There are other 24 hour gyms people could use in Dartford, Northfleet,
Bexleyheath, Belvedere and Gravesend. Other 24 hour gyms are not located
near residential properties.

RELEVANT POLICIES
(13)
The Dartford Core Strategy 2011, the Dartford Development Policies Plan 2017 and
the Kent Minerals and Waste Local Plan 2016 form the Dartford's Development Plan and the
application should be determined against this unless material considerations indicate
otherwise.
(14)

Adopted Dartford Core Strategy 2011
CS15: Managing Transport Demand
CS22: Sports, Recreation and Culture Facilities

(15)

Adopted Dartford Development Policies Plan 2017
DP1: Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development
DP3: Transport Impacts of Development
DP5: Environmental and Amenity Protection

(16)

Dartford Parking Standards Supplementary Planning Document (2012)

(17)

The NPPF is also a material consideration.

COMMENTS
Key Issues
(18)
I consider the key issues to be the impact on residential amenities and parking and
highway safety issues.
Impact on residential amenities
(19)
Concerns have been raised with regard to potential noise disturbance from music being
played in the gym during the proposed additional opening hours. The applicant has stated that
no music will be played at the gym during the proposed additional opening hours (i.e. outside
the hours of 06:00 to 23:00 Mondays to Fridays inclusive and 08:00 to 20:00 on Saturdays and
Sundays and 10:00 to 18:00 hours on Bank Holidays). On this basis the Council's
Environmental Health officer has no objections to this proposal, as he considers that as long as
no music is played at the gym during the proposed additional opening hours, then the proposal
would not result in any noise issues which would detrimentally affect the amenities of the
adjoining residential occupiers or the wider locality.
(20)
Objectors have also raised concerns over noise and disturbance being generated by
the comings and goings of vehicles, the opening and closing of car doors, car engines being
started, people chatting etc… during the proposed additional hours. However, I am of the
opinion that the numbers of people using the gym during these times would likely be relatively
low and that there would be sufficient parking provision on site and in London Road during the
extended opening times so as to preclude the need for people using the gym to park in adjacent
residential streets. I would, however, suggest that a management plan condition requiring
details of exactly how gym users will be advised / allowed to park and how noise generated
from patrons of the gym will be kept to a minimum (i.e. through control via staff and / or via
signage) is imposed should Members resolve to grant planning permission in order to deter
parking on the adjacent residential streets and ensure good management which will protect the
amenities of adjoining residential occupiers (Condition 4).
(21)
The applicant has requested that the gym be allowed to open on Christmas Day and
New Year's Day. However, I consider that local residents would rightfully expect a high level of
peace and quiet with limited activity from the adjoining commercial businesses during these
days. I do not consider it appropriate therefore that the business be allowed to open on these

specific holidays which were constrained by the Inspector’s previous decision on hours. I do
not believe that not opening on these two days would harm the business of the gym or its
members and therefore, I consider it appropriate to add a condition to continue to restrict
operation on these two days (Condition 6) in order to ensure residential amenity is protected.
(22)
In order to monitor and ensure that the increased opening times of the gym do not
detrimentally affect the amenities of any adjoining residential owner, I believe a one year
temporary condition should be imposed upon the amended permission (Condition 2). This
would allow the Council to review any potential impacts of the extended hours and review the
situation at a later date. The applicants have the fallback position of the existing approved
opening hours so this does not constrain the continued operation of the business. In addition, I
have suggested the requirement for a noise limiter at the premises cuts amplified music off
during the extended opening hours.
(23)
I conclude that subject to the imposition of the above mentioned conditions, no harm
can be demonstrated as a result of the additional hours of operation which would justify the
refusal of planning permission.
Parking and highway safety
(24)
As highlighted previously within the report, I consider the likely patronage of the gym in
the proposed additional night-time opening hours to be significantly less than during the current
approved opening hours. I consider that the on-site parking provision combined with the
available on-street parking on the opposite side of London Road to the site (especially during
the proposed additional hours) is adequate to ensure that the proposal would not result in any
congestion or highway safety issues which would justify the refusal of planning permission. I
consider it important to note that the management plan to be agreed by way of a condition
(Condition 4) would reinforce the available parking areas.
Other issues
(25)
My site visit to the site did not reveal an obvious littering problem at the site or in the
surrounding streets which was raised by objectors. I consider that the proposal to extend the
hours of use and the nature of the existing use will not in itself give rise to litter. The matter of
how individuals behave is not something that can be controlled under planning legislation.
FINANCIAL BENEFITS
(26)
Under section 75ZA of the Town and Country Planning Act officer reports to the
Development Control Board are required to include a list of 'financial benefits' which are likely
to be obtained by the authority as a result of the development. A 'financial benefit' must be
recorded regardless of whether it is material to the Council's decision. Government advice is
that the decision maker should consider whether it is a material consideration in the
consideration of a planning application.
(27)
In this particular case as the proposal is simply for extended opening hours of an
approved gym, I do not consider that there are any financial benefits for the authority as a result
of this proposal.
HUMAN RIGHTS IMPLICATIONS
(28)
I have considered the application in the light of the Human Rights Act 1998. I am
satisfied that my analysis of the issues in this case and my consequent recommendation are
compatible with the Act.
PUBLIC SECTOR EQUALITY DUTY
(29)
Due regard has been had to the Public Sector Equality Duty, as set out in Section 149
of the Equality Act 2010. It is considered that the application proposals would not undermine
objectives of the Duty.

CONCLUSIONS AND REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION
(30)
I am satisfied that the current proposal would have no adverse impact on neighbouring
properties and the surrounding area and that the proposed additional opening times would not
result in significant harm in terms of traffic generation and parking which would justify the refusal
of planning permission.
(31)
As such, I consider that the proposed development is in accordance with adopted
Development Plan Policy and also guidance within the National Planning Policy Framework,
and is thereby recommended for approval.
RECOMMENDATION:
Planning permission is granted for the reasons set out in the report and subject to the following
conditions:
01

The 24-hour use of the gym premises shall be for a limited period of one year only,
commencing from when the gym first starts operating the extended opening hours hereby
approved. At the expiration of one year of operating the extended 24 hour opening hours
the gym should revert back to the opening hours of 06:00 to 23:00 Mondays to Fridays
inclusive and 08:00 to 20:00 on Saturdays and Sundays and 10:00 to 18:00 hours on
Bank Holidays and at no time on Christmas Day or New Year's Day granted under
planning permission DA/15/01452/VCON.

01

To enable the Local Planning Authority to review the circumstances under which this
permission is granted in accordance with Polices DP3 and DP5 of the adopted Local
Plan.

02

The Local Planning Authority shall be notified in writing of the date of commencement of
the extended opening hours hereby approved. If notice of commencement has not been
provided within 1 year of the date this permission then the planning permission for 24
hour opening shall be deemed to have expired.

02

In order to ensure that the extended opening hours operate for only one year in order to
enable the Local Planning Authority to review the circumstances under which this
permission is granted in accordance with Polices DP3 and DP5 of the adopted Local
Plan.

03

The development shall be carried out in accordance with the following plans and
documents: Site Location Plan; D 220/03 (Approved Gym Floor Plans); and a letter dated
22nd August 2009 (version 3 - parking proposal).

03

For the avoidance of doubt and to ensure a satisfactory form of development.

04

The increased opening hours for the gym set out in the description of development shall
not commence until a Management Plan detailing signage, activity and parking
management actions to include measures to:
provide a mechanism to prevent activity / parking issues from patrons and or
vehicles;
details of available parking and guidance relating to avoiding littering to be
supplied to customers
has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The
operation of the gym shall be maintained in accordance with the approved details
thereafter.

04

To enable the Local Planning Authority to review the circumstances under which this
permission is granted in accordance with Polices DP3 and DP5 of the adopted Local
Plan. Such details have not yet been provided and need to be agreed before additional
operating hours are commenced to ensure adjoining residential occupiers are not
detrimentally affected.

05

A sound limiting device shall be installed on the music system of the gym in accordance
with details to be submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority.
The details shall include two trigger levels covering the period 21:30 and 07:30 with the
levels switching via a pre-set timer and for music to be cut off after 23.00 and before
06.00 Mondays to Fridays and after 20.00 and before 08.00 Saturdays and Sundays and
after 18.00 and before 10.00 on Bank Holidays. The limiting device shall be installed in
accordance with the approved details prior to the extending opening hours being brought
into operation and shall be subsequently maintained as such.

05

To avoid unreasonable disturbance to nearby residential properties contrary to Policy
DP5 of the adopted Local Plan. Such details have not yet been provided and need to be
agreed before additional operating hours are commenced to ensure adjoining residential
occupiers are not detrimentally affected.

06

The use hereby permitted shall not be open to members / customers on Christmas Day
or New Year's Day.

06

To avoid unreasonable disturbance to nearby residential properties contrary to Policy
DP5 of the adopted Local Plan.

07

Notwithstanding the details hereby approved, no music shall be played at the gym
outside the hours of 06:00 to 23:00 Mondays to Fridays inclusive and 08:00 to 20:00 on
Saturdays and Sundays and 10:00 to 18:00 hours on Bank Holidays.

07

To avoid unreasonable disturbance to nearby residential properties contrary to Policy
DP5 of the adopted Local Plan.

08

The car parking spaces, manoeuvring spaces and means of access shown on the
approved plans shall be kept available for such use at all times and no development,
whether permitted by the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development)
Order 2015 or not, shall be carried out on that area of land or to preclude vehicular access
thereto.

08

To ensure the permanent retention of satisfactory car parking facilities in accordance
with the Local Planning Authority's standards and Policies DP2 and DP4 of the adopted
Dartford Local Plan.

09

The use hereby permitted shall be only for the gym and for no other uses, including any
other falling within Class D2 of the Schedule to the Town and Country Planning (Use
Classes) Order 1987, (or for any order amending, revoking and re-enacting that Order)
and any other use whether permitted by the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 (as amended) (or any order revoking or
re-enacting that Order) or not.

09

In the interests of amenities and highway safety in accordance with Policy DP5 of the
adopted Dartford Local Plan.

10

The number of work stations shall be restricted to a maximum of 60 and shall
subsequently be maintained as such unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local
Planning Authority.

10

In the interests of amenities and highway safety in accordance with Policy DP5 of the
adopted Dartford Local Plan.

11

Apart from for access and egress, all doors and windows shall be kept closed at any time
the gym and associated facilities are in use.

11

In the interests of amenities in accordance with Policy DP5 of the adopted Dartford Local
Plan.
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Application No::

19/00538/RCON

Address :

Beefs & Babes Gymnasium 217 London Road Stone Kent DA9 9DQ

Date: 22 May 2019

Scale: Not to Scale

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL BOARD
6 June 2019
Reference:

19/00376/COU

Officer: Steven Bell

Location:

Unit A
Lucknow House
Havelock Drive
Greenhithe
Kent

Proposal:

Change of use from Class A1 (retail) to Class D1 (dental surgery)

Applicant:

Mr & Mrs Moynes

Agent:

Barron Edwards Ltd/Ms Sania Jadhav

Parish / Ward: Stone / Stone Castle
RECOMMENDATION:
Approval
SITE DESCRIPTION
(1)
The application site comprises a ground floor commercial unit within the recently
completed St Clements development. The unit faces onto the roundabout at the centre of the
development and the ground floor unit is currently vacant. Three floors of residential
accommodation are provided on the upper floors of Lucknow House.
(2)
The unit has a floorspace of 152m2 and was provided as part of the overall St Clements
development. The original intention of this development was that the unit would be occupied as
a retail unit providing facilities for surrounding residents but the unit has remained vacant since
construction.
(3)
The surrounding area comprises the remainder of the St Clements development which
is a residential scheme comprising houses and flats up to 4 stories high.
(4)
The St Clements development is located to the east of the Waterstone Park
development with St Clements Road to the east of the site and residential properties within
Greenhithe beyond this.
THE PROPOSAL
(5)
Planning consent is sought for change of use of the property from Class A1 (retail) to
Class D1 (dental surgery). The scheme relates to the whole of the ground floor of the premises
and the floor layout shows 2 surgery rooms, an x-ray room, waiting/reception area and ancillary
facilities such as a staff room and WC's. The intended opening hours are 9am to 6pm Monday
to Friday, 9am to 4pm on Saturday and no opening on Sunday's or Public Holidays. No physical
alterations are proposed to the appearance of the unit. The premises does not have any
dedicated parking spaces.
RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY
(6)
Planning consent for this unit was granted under reference 14/01344/FUL which is the
main consent for phase 2 of the St Clements development. The unit was built in 2016 and was
ready for occupation by August 2016. The planning consent for this development included a

requirement for marketing of the unit for retail purposes before any other uses can be
considered.
COMMENTS FROM ORGANISATIONS
(7)
KCC Highways - Initially commented that the scale of the scheme is too small to warrant
their involvement. However, following objections to the scheme from neighbouring occupiers
they were asked to assess the application. They have subsequently advised that following an
assessment of the application (including a visit to the site) that there is adequate parking
available and no concerns are raised. It is also noted that KCC intend to adopt the main roads
within this development but this process has not yet been completed.
(8)

Environmental Health - No objection.

NEIGHBOUR NOTIFICATION
(9)

Six letters of objection have been received. These raise the following issues: -

The application is invalid as it does not include a proposed elevation, an
economic statement, a Town Centre uses and Retail Impact assessment and
details of Refuse/Recycling Storage.

-

This is an inappropriate location for a dental surgery as it is contrary to the
Council's policies which support the co-location of community facilities.

-

Insufficient parking is provided and the scheme will therefore result in severe
impacts as parking in the area is already causing issues. The Council's
standards advise that the scheme should provide 1 car space per 2 staff, 3 car
spaces per consulting room, 1 cycle space per 100m2 and 1 cycle space per 2
consulting/treatment rooms.

-

It is wrong to accept that many customers will be neighbouring residents.

-

Patients are unlikely to park at Bluewater and walk as suggested in the
applicant's statement.

-

The proposal will have an adverse impact on residential amenity contrary to
policy DP5.

-

Residents were promised a shop and this is what should be provided.

-

Parking provision within this development is not signed properly which causes
problems and complaints.

-

There are already sufficient dentists in this area.

RELEVANT POLICIES
(10)
The Dartford Core Strategy 2011, the Dartford Development Policies Plan 2017 and
the Kent Minerals and Waste Local Plan 2016 form the Dartford's Development Plan and the
application should be determined against this unless material considerations indicate
otherwise.
(11)

Adopted Dartford Core Strategy adopted 2011
CS1: Spatial Pattern of Development
CS15: Managing Transport Demand
CS21: Community Services

(12)

Adopted Dartford Development Policies Plan 2017
DP1: Presumption in favour of sustainable development
DP3: Transport Impacts of Development
DP5: Environmental and Amenity Protection

(13)

Dartford Parking Standards Supplementary Planning Document 2012

(14)

The NPPF is also a material consideration.

(15)

Stone Neighbourhood Plan

COMMENTS
Key Issues
(15)
The key issues for this case relate to the principle of the proposed change of use, traffic
impacts and impact of the use on neighbouring occupiers.
Principle of the proposed use
(16)
As noted in the planning history section above, this unit was provided as part of the
wider second phase of the St Clements development. This consent included a condition that
required the unit to be marketed for retail use for a minimum of 12 months from the date of
consent (7th August 2015) or for 3 months after occupation (whichever is the longer period).
(17)
The unit was ready for occupation from August 2016 and subsequently marketed in
accordance with the above requirement. This resulted in an intended occupier signing a lease
for the premises. Subsequently the developer (Bellway Homes Ltd) submitted an application at
the end of 2017 for the provision of external air conditioning condenser units. These were
required to meet the specific refrigeration requirements of the intended occupier. However,
subsequently the intended occupier went into administration and the unit was not occupied.
The unit has remained vacant.
(18)
Given the fact that the unit was clearly marketed for retail purposes which resulted in
an intended occupier entering a lease and preparations were made for the facilities required by
the intended occupier, I have no concerns that the requirements of the condition imposed on
the original consent was not complied with. It was made clear in the report to the Development
Control Board on 6th August 2015, when the phase 2 St Clements scheme was granted
planning permission, that the provision of a retail unit was an aspiration of the scheme but that
it may not be possible to find a suitable operator and in those circumstances an alternative use
would need to be considered.
(19)
Objectors to the scheme have referred to policy CS21 (Community Services) and said
that the application is contrary to this policy as the unit is isolated from other similar uses.
However, whilst the policy says that the Council will consider favourably the co-location of
services, the policy does not say that the council will resist applications for facilities such as this
where they are not co-located with other facilities.
(20)
Objectors to the scheme have also referred to the fact that they want the retail unit
provided that they were promised. However, the provision of a retail unit was never guaranteed
by the planning consent and as Members are aware the Council cannot require such provision
in perpetuity. As a commercial unit, the use of the unit has to have regard to market demand,
which is why the original planning permission required marketing of the unit for a retail use for
a reasonable period. Whilst it is unfortunate that the identification of a suitable retail operator
has not been possible, this is not a reason to resist other uses within this unit particularly as
this was envisaged by the original planning consent. It should also be noted that the acceptance
of this application does not prevent future use of the premises for retail purposes.
(21)
From the above, I conclude that whilst it was envisaged that a retail use would be
provided, the premises were marketed as required. Whilst an occupier was found, the unit never

opened as a retail premises. The original planning permission whilst requiring marketing of the
unit, always envisaged the scenario that the unit may not be attractive to retail occupiers. The
application now seeks consent for an alternative use and there are no planning grounds to
withhold consent in relation to the principle of the proposed change of use.
Parking
(22)
Parking has been raised as a concern by residents. The unit which is the subject of this
application has no dedicated parking for either staff, customers or deliveries, instead the
scheme was designed with visitor parking along the road that could be used during the daytime
by the shop unit when most demand from residential users is usually lower. Parking within the
St Clements development is provided in a mixture of different ways with on-plot parking
(including garages), designated parking bays and visitor parking bays. Whilst the majority of
spaces within the development are marked, there are some spaces that are unmarked. I have
queried this point with the management company and they have advised that these are
available for use by either visitors or residents.
(23)
Given that the unit already benefits from consent as a retail unit and the parking
provision for this was considered as part of the overall phase 2 scheme, the issue relates to the
difference between the parking requirements of the consented retail use compared to the
proposed use.
(24)
For a retail unit the Council's parking SPD suggests the provision of 1 space per 18m2
of GFA. For a unit of 152m2 this equates to 8.4 parking spaces. For the proposed use, the
Council's standards suggest 1 space per 2 staff (FTE) and 3 spaces per consulting room. The
application form indicates a total of 7 staff, which would require 3.5 spaces. Two consulting
rooms are proposed which would require a further 6 spaces. The total recommended provision
for the proposed use is 9.5 space. The proposed use therefore has an anticipated parking
requirement of just one space more than the consented use.
(25)
The applicant's supporting statement suggests that the primary users of the premises
will be from the surrounding residential accommodation which will allow the customers to walk
to the premises. Also that customers may combine the visit to the dentist with a trip to Bluewater,
leaving their car at Bluewater and walking to and from the premises. Whilst some customers
may walk to the premises if they live in the local area as they would have done with the retail
store, in my view this is less likely with a dentist as it will have a wider catchment area. I also
do not consider it at all likely that customers that are visiting a dentist would walk to/from
Bluewater as claimed by the applicant.
(26)
Given the above, it has to be considered whether any additional traffic generation can
be accommodated in the local area which is likely to be within the St Clements development,
particularly given the fact that all objectors have raised parking as an issue.
(27)
As noted above, the parking provision in the area includes on-plot, designated bays
and visitor parking. I have visited the site both mid-morning (11am) and early morning (7.30 8am) and whilst parking near the premises itself has been busy, on each occasion there have
been at least 15 visitors parking spaces available within phase 2 of the development.
(28)
I accept that the pattern of vehicle movements between the consented and the
proposed use will be different with customers likely to spend less time in a small retail unit than
a dentist leading to slightly longer usage of any surrounding visitor spaces but also a dentist is
not likely to require daily deliveries from HGV's as is common of a small scale 'tesco metro'
style stores. Delivers to the premises are likely to be by van. I also note that the proposed
opening hours of the premises means that peak demand from the dentist is likely to be after
residents with St Clements have left for work with the premises closing by 6pm.
(29)
I also note that the site is well located in terms of access for Fastrack services with a
stop at the front of the development. Greenhithe train station is also within walking distance.
Whilst customers for a dentist may be likely to drive, there are reasonable public transport links
near the site and these may be used by some staff or visitors.

(30)
Given the above, I do not consider there are any grounds to refuse this application
based on traffic/parking concerns.
Other issues
(31)
Concerns have been raised with regard to potential noise and disturbance from the
premises. However, the Council's Environmental Health Department have assessed the
application and have not raised any concerns. Also, dentists are commonly found in residential
areas (often in converted properties) and are not significant noise/disturbance generators. Also,
as with the parking assessment, it is the difference between the approved commercial use and
the proposed use that is important and this has shown to be very little with minimal resulting
impact.
HUMAN RIGHTS IMPLICATIONS
(32)
I have considered the application in the light of the Human Rights Act 1998. I am
satisfied that my analysis of the issues in this case and my consequent recommendation are
compatible with the Act.
PUBLIC SECTOR EQUALITY DUTY
(33)
Due regard has been had to the Public Sector Equality Duty, as set out in Section 149
of the Equality Act 2010. It is considered that the application proposals would not undermine
objectives of the Duty.
CONCLUSIONS AND REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION
(34)
The application proposes the change of use of a vacant commercial unit. The unit had
been marketed as required by the original planning consent and although an occupier was
found, they did not take occupation. The proposed alternative use is considered appropriate
and such alternative uses was envisaged by the original planning consent.
(35)
Whilst objections have been received and parking issues are raised, there are
adequate parking facilities in the area to accommodate the additional traffic demand from the
proposed use, particularly when compared to the consented use of the premises.
(36)
The scheme will not result in adverse impacts on surrounding residents in relation to
noise and disturbance given the nature of the use and the proposed operating hours.
RECOMMENDATION:
Planning permission is granted,
Conditions:
01

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of three years
from the date of this permission.

01

In pursuance of Section 91(1) of the Town and Country Planning Act.

02

The development shall be carried out in accordance with the following plans and
documents: Drg LH01-A-001.

02

For the avoidance of doubt and to ensure a satisfactory form of development.

03

The dentist surgery hereby approved shall not at any time contain more than 2 surgery
rooms.

03

To allow the Local Planning Authority to retain control over the development in the
interests of the amenities of surrounding residents in accordance with Policies DP3 and
DP5 of the adopted Local Plan.

04

The use shall not be carried on outside the hours 9am to 6pm Monday to Friday, 9am to
4pm on Saturday and no opening on Sunday's or Public Holidays

04

To avoid unreasonable disturbance outside normal working hours to nearby residential
properties contrary to Policy DP5 of the adopted Local Plan.
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Application No::

19/00376/COU

Address :

Unit A Lucknow House Havelock Drive Greenhithe Kent

Date: 20 May 2019

Scale: Not to Scale

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL BOARD
6 June 2019
Reference:

18/01548/COU

Officer: Jas Bansil

Location:

Holy Trinity Church
High Street
Dartford
Kent
DA1 1DE

Proposal:

Change of use of 43m2 of land as play space to rear of church and erection of
timber fence

Applicant:

West Hill Life Ltd/Mrs Copley

Agent:

MRW Design/Mr Matthew Woodhams

Parish / Ward: Not Parished / Town
RECOMMENDATION:
Approval
SITE DESCRIPTION
(1)
The application site comprises of the northern most part of the side and rear external
curtilage of the Holy Trinity Church in Dartford town centre.
(2)
The Holy Trinity Church is Grade I Listed. The rear of the church is linked to the modern
church hall building.
(3)
The site is in the Dartford Town Centre Conservation Area and both the Grade I Listed
Church and the adjacent Grade II Listed building are significant parts of the historic
environment.
(4)
To the north and west, the space around the Church is enclosed by an 'L' shaped Grade
II Listed building which contains a shop on the ground floor fronting the High Street (number
82), with the remainder of the building having been recently converted to a high standard into
individual apartments and dwellings, which are accessed from Bullace Lane. The adjacent
neighbouring building has several existing windows, openings, vents which immediately abut
the Church curtilage and face onto the area which is the subject of the application. The area to
the north and west of the church and church hall has recently been tidied and the area which
is now the subject of this application was recently cleared of rubbish and the surface of the area
levelled. The space to the west of the church is visible from the High Street and contributes to
the amenity of the town centre, the character of Dartford Town Centre and the setting of the
Listed Buildings.
THE PROPOSAL
(5)
The application seeks retrospective permission for the creation of a dedicated external
play area to serve the nursery operating from the church hall. The nursery operates between
the hours of 08.00 and 18.00 Monday to Friday. Given the length of time this use occupies the
church hall in my opinion the use cannot be considered ancillary to the church hall. This use is
a separate business, not an ancillary community use and therefore forms a separate planning
unit from the church and its hall. Since the use class for a nursery is D1, and the church and
church hall are also D1 use, planning permission is not required for the use of the church hall
as the nursery as planning law allows the subdivision of a use (not residential) into 2 planning

units which are in the same use. However, the external space which is the subject to this
application is in my opinion part of the curtilage to the church itself and is not part of the nursery
planning unit. Planning permission is therefore required for the use of this external circulation
area as a defined play area which is part of the nursery use.
(6)
The play space is currently enclosed with a timber fence which runs from the corner of
the rear wall of the church hall westwards to the side of the adjacent Listed Building at 1 Bullace
Lane (this is a timber frame building with a stone plinth and a jettied timber overhang). This
timber fence requires planning.
(7)
The retrospective application for the fence was deferred at the Development Control
Board meeting held on 14 February 2019 for officers to discuss a revised boundary treatment.
A revised drawing, is now before Members for consideration. This shows an alternative fence
enclosure comprising of a new close boarded fence with horizontal slats finished in black. The
fence will be attached to the church hall and on a post which would sit adjacent to the Listed
Building at 1 Bullace Lane.
(8)
The size of the external play space, is not different on the revised plans, and will be as
on site currently; mainly occupying a narrow access way between the church hall/café and the
adjacent Listed Building property to the north, however, it also occupies part of the open space
which separates the curtilage of the church and the adjacent Listed Building, which is visible
publicly from the High Street. At its narrowest the newly formed external play space is 80cm
and at its widest it is 2.3m The applicant advises that the external space is currently used
between 10 - 11.30 and 13.00- 14.30.
RELEVANT HISTORY
(9)
This application was referred to the Development Control Board on 14 February 2019
with an officer recommendation for refusal for the following reasons:
1.

The external play area and associated boundary enclosures is considered
unacceptable as it results in a detrimental impact to adjacent residential
amenity, is of poor design and does not contribute to the Local Plan aims of
revitalising the town centre, contrary to Policy CS2 of the adopted Core
Strategy 2011 and Policies DP2 and DP5, of the adopted Development
Policies Plan 2017 and the objectives of the Dartford Town Centre Framework
Supplementary Planning Document 2018.

2.

The external play area and associated boundary enclosures is considered
unacceptable and results in significant harm to the setting of the adjacent
Grade I Listed Holy Trinity Church and Grade II listed 82 High Street and the
character and appearance of the Dartford Town Centre Conservation Area by
virtue of the incongruous appearance of the boundary enclosures and the
subdivision of the historic space. The proposal is therefore contrary to Policy
CS2 of the adopted Core Strategy 2011 and Policies DP2, DP12, and DP13 of
the adopted Development Policies Plan 2017 and the objectives of the Dartford
Town Centre Framework Supplementary Planning Document 2018

(10)
During discussion at the Board meeting Members were not convinced that the use
would result in such unacceptable harm to neighbouring amenity, given the town centre
location, and considered that restrictions on the use of the outside area could reduce any harm.
However, Members were not satisfied with the fence which has been erected on site and
resolved:
"That consideration of the application be deferred to enable officers to negotiate an acceptable
style of boundary treatment to enclose the space and suitable operating hours for the play
space".
(Minute 100 Development Control Board 14-02-19)
(11)
It should be noted that the associated Listed Building Consent application, reference
18/01549/LBC, was refused by Members, for the following reason:

"The external play area and associated boundary enclosures are considered to result in
substantial harm to the character and setting of the adjacent Grade I Listed Holy Trinity Church
and Grade II listed 82 High Street by virtue of the incongruous appearance of the boundary
enclosures, the subdivision of the historic space and inappropriate use of modern materials
adjacent to these historic buildings. The proposal is therefore contrary to Policy CS2 of the
adopted Core Strategy 2011 and Policies DP12, and DP13 of the adopted Development
Policies Plan 2017."
COMMENTS FROM ORGANISATIONS
(12)
The Council's Heritage advisor raised objections to the application as originally
submitted and recommended that permission should be refused on aesthetic grounds due to
the impact on the setting of the Listed Buildings and the character of the Conservation Area.
He does not consider the revised proposal to be ideal, but the Heritage advisor considers that
it would be difficult to secure something that would be of better quality.
(13)
Historic England do not wish to offer any comments and suggest that the views of the
Council's specialist conservation adviser are sought, in respect of the original and amended
scheme.
(14)
The Council's Environmental Health department raise objections to the application
because of the negative impact to neighbouring amenity. Complaints have been received from
the public in relation to the noise from the nursery use adversely impacting adjacent residential
property. Environmental Health consider that the applicant has not addressed potential noise
problems and not provided an acoustic assessment. Environmental Health consider that the
applicant should provide an acoustic assessment prior to determination considering the
potential noise from playing children, including any psychoacoustic potential that may arise from
children's vocalisation that may make the noise more intrusive than the simple measured value.
However, given the location and nature of the noise it is not considered that measures could
be used to adequately attenuate noise from nursery age children to the extent that would render
this location usable without a significant loss of amenity to the adjacent dwellings.
NEIGHBOUR NOTIFICATION
(15)
Three letters of objection were received for the consultation of the originally submitted
application. The objections raise strong objections about the negative impact to adjacent
neighbouring amenity from the use of the external play space. The objections comment on the
number of windows and vents which abut the play area and through which the noise transfers.
"When the children are screaming, which can be a normal part of play, the noise in the
properties of Bullace Mews is very loud. Due to the enclosed space and shape of the alleyway
the noise seems to project up and straight in the bedroom and bathroom windows."
(16)
An occupier of one of the adjacent units states that he was 'mortified' to discover that
the alley way that backs onto this property has been turned into a children's play area. He goes
on to state that no planning permission had been obtained by the nursery operator and therefore
his solicitors did not pick up the development and if they had he would have pulled out of the
purchase straight away. He states that as he has recently retired, the prospect of hearing this
very loud noise throughout the day is very troubling.
(17)
The developer of the adjacent Bullace Mews development states that the acoustic
treatment of the property has been designed around an environmental report which required
additional measures to protect future occupiers on the elevations facing Bullace Lane and the
High Street, but did not require such measures facing the Church. The developer states that
retro-fitting additional acoustic measures will now be very costly for the residential units.
(18)
The objections also raise concerns about the safety of the children playing in an
enclosed space next to a flint wall. It is also asserted that the low windows cills are dangerous
for the children.

(19)
The objections note that there is an existing play space in between the Church and the
Church hall.
(20)
An additional letter from one of the occupiers of the adjacent Bullace Mews has been
received in response to the consultation of the amended plan. This neighbour continues to
object on the grounds of noise and disturbance. The neighbour raises concern about the
inappropriateness and safety implications of the use of the area as a children's play space and
refers to the Children Act 2006.
RELEVANT POLICIES
(21)
The Dartford Core Strategy 2011, the Dartford Development Policies Plan 2017 and
the Kent Minerals and Waste Local Plan 2016 form the Dartford's Development Plan and the
application should be determined against this unless material considerations indicate
otherwise.
(22)
Adopted Dartford Core Strategy adopted 2011
CS2: Dartford Town Centre - Revitalisation aims.
(23)
The Dartford Core Strategy 2011, the Dartford Development Policies Plan 2017 and
the Kent Minerals and Waste Local Plan 2016 form the Dartford's Development Plan and the
application should be determined against this unless material considerations indicate
otherwise.
(24)

Adopted Dartford Development Policies Plan 2017
DP1: Presumption in favour of sustainable development
DP2: Good Design
DP5: Environmental & Amenity Protection
DP12: Historic Environment Strategy
DP13: Designated Heritage Assets

(25)
The Dartford Town Centre Framework Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) was
adopted in July 2018 and amplifies the aims of Policy CS2 and outlines key projects which are
being undertaken and sets out principles and objectives for development.
(26)
Dartford Town Centre Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan - outlines
the significance of the buildings and the spaces between them
(27)
The NPPF (as amended) is also a material consideration and requires development to
be determined in accordance with the adopted Local Plan. The NPPF seeks sustainable
development. It states that decisions should ensure the vitality of town centres and notes that
residential development often plays an important part in ensuring this. Chapter 12 places great
importance on achieving well designed places and states that 'Good design is a key aspect of
sustainable development, creates better places in which to live and work and helps makes
development acceptable to communities.' It states that decisions should ensure that
developments will function well and add to the overall quality of the area, not just for the short
term but for the lifetime of the development, is visually attractive, sympathetic to local character
and history, built environment, creating places that are safe with a high standard of amenity for
existing and future users. Chapter 16 requires development to conserve and enhance the
historic environment. It states that development should take into account the desirability of
sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage assets and putting them to viable uses
consistent with their conservation and the desirability of new development making a positive
contribution to local character and distinctiveness. When considering the impact of a proposed
development on the significance of a designated heritage asset, great weight should be given
to the asset's conservation (and the more important the asset, the greater the weight should
be). This is irrespective of whether any potential harm amounts to substantial harm, total loss
or less than substantial harm to its significance. Any harm to, or loss of, the significance of a
designated heritage asset (from its alteration or destruction, or from development within its
setting), should require clear and convincing justification. Substantial harm to a Grade II Listed
Building should be exceptional and wholly exceptional to a Grade I Listed. It states that where

development leads to substantial harm Local Planning Authorities should refuse consent unless
it can be demonstrated that the harm is necessary to achieve substantial public benefits that
outweigh the harm. Local planning authorities should look for opportunities for new
development within Conservation Areas and World Heritage Sites, and within the setting of
heritage assets, to enhance or better reveal their significance.
COMMENTS
Key Issues
(28)
The main issues are considered to be the impact to neighbouring amenity; the impact
on the historic environment (specifically to designated heritage assets); safety issues; and the
impact on the Core Strategy objectives of revitalising the town centre.
(29)
The application has previously been considered by the Development Control Board on
the 14th February 2019 and at that time Members considered that the impact to neighbouring
residents was acceptable given the town centre location and the fact that noisy uses are to be
expected in a town centre. It was also considered that the harm from the noise could be
mitigated because the use of the external play area can be restricted by condition. Members
considered that the development was not in conflict with the town centre revitalisation aims.
However, Members were not satisfied with the proposed screening to the enclosure due to the
impact on the Conservation Area and the setting of the Listed Building and therefore asked
officers to seek an alternative treatment.
Impact to neighbouring amenity
(30)
The development has created an enclosure, from part of the external curtilage and
access way for the church and its hall, which is now being used as an external play area by
children attending the nursery operated in the Church hall. The play area immediately abuts a
converted building which is in residential use. The adjacent residential building, due it being a
conversion of an historic building, has several windows, openings and vents in its southern and
eastern wall which immediately abut the play area.
(31)
Members considered that the activity and associated impact was not so harmful as to
warrant a refusal, particularly because of the town centre location but requested that the hours
of use of the external play area be controlled by condition and for officers to agree times of use
with the applicant. The applicant has agreed to a condition limiting the use of the external play
space to the rear of the church hall, to the hours of 10:00 to 11:30 and 13:00 to 14:30 Monday
to Friday [Condition 3] which I consider will reduce the impact of the activity on neighbouring
residents.
Impact to designated heritage assets and the historic environment
(32)
The proposed revised enclosure detail is for a timber close boarded fence, with
horizontal slats; coloured black. The agent has provided this design to replicate the weatherboarding which is on the adjacent Listed Building. I consider that metal railings with planting
would have been a more appropriate solution, but the applicant was concerned that this solution
would not be safe for the children. I consider the safeguarding of children a valid justification.
The proposed amendment is an improvement to the un-authorised fencing and I consider will
be less intrusive and incongruous, assimilating more easily with the surrounds. I also consider
that the benefit of a simple close-boarded fence is that it can also be easily reversed. The fence
is mounted on a post away from the adjacent Listed Building and so will not impact on this
property. Taking these factors into account, I consider that the amendment is not so harmful as
to justify a refusal of planning permission.
Revitalisation of the town centre
(33)
Members previously considered that small town centre uses need to be supported and
I recognise these types of uses can provide positive benefits within the town centre by providing
a range of services.

Other issues
(34)
It is noted that the play space for the children of the nursery is constrained and small,
but Members recognised that the development would at least facilitate some outdoor play.
FINANCIAL BENEFITS
(35)
Under section 75ZA of the Town and Country Planning Act officer reports to the
Development Control Board are required to include a list of 'financial benefits' which are likely
to be obtained by the authority as a result of the development. A 'financial benefit' must be
recorded regardless of whether it is material to the Council's decision. Government advice is
that the decision maker should consider whether it is a material consideration in the
consideration of a planning application.
(36)

In this instance, I am not aware of any financial benefits.

HUMAN RIGHTS IMPLICATIONS
(37)
I have considered the application in the light of the Human Rights Act 1998. I am
satisfied that my analysis of the issues in this case and my consequent recommendation are
compatible with the Act.
PUBLIC SECTOR EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS
(38)
Due regard has been had to the Public Sector Equality Duty, as set out in Section 149
of the Equality Act 2010. It is considered that the application proposals would not undermine
objectives of the Duty.
CONCLUSIONS AND REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION
(39)
I consider that the proposed amendment under consideration is an improvement to the
existing un-authorised fence and will not result in long term undue detriment to the setting of
the Listed Building and the Conservation Area. I am satisfied that restricting the hours of use of
the external children's play area and use of the entrance to the nursery opening hours will be
sufficient to protect the amenity of neighbours in this town centre area. I consider therefore that
the proposal complies with planning policy.
RECOMMENDATION:
Planning permission is granted subject to the following conditions:
01

The development shall be carried out in accordance with the following plans and
documents: Site Plan 1856-PL01, Proposed Fencing Revision A 1856-PL04.

01

For the avoidance of doubt and to ensure a satisfactory form of development.

02

Within 4 months from the date of this decision, the un-authorised fencing on site shall be
removed and the fencing shown on the approved drawing 1856-PL04, shall be installed
and maintained thereafter. Should the fence hereby approved not be implemented within
this timescale the planning permission shall be deemed to have expired.

02

In the interests of the setting of the Listed Buildings and the Conservation Area in
accordance with Policy DP12 and DP13 of the adopted Local Plan.

03

The external play space to the rear of the church hall, hereby approved, shall not be used
outside of the hours of 10:00 to 11:30 and 13:00 to 14:30 Monday to Friday unless
otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.

03

In the interests of neighbouring amenity in accordance with Policy DP5 of the adopted
Local Plan.

04

The external entrance, hereby approved, shall not be used outside the hours of 08:00 to
18:00 Monday to Friday unless otherwise agreed in writing from the Local Planning
Authority.

04

In the interests of neighbouring amenity in accordance with Policy DP5 of the adopted
Local Plan.

05

If the nursery use ceases to operate from the church hall for a period longer than 8 weeks,
the fence and any associated works, hereby approved, shall be removed from the site
within 12 weeks of the use ceasing.

05

In the interests of the historic environment and the designated heritage assets in
accordance with Policy DP12 and DP13 of the adopted Local Plan.
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DEVELOPMENT CONTROL BOARD
6 June 2019
Reference:

19/00299/FUL

Officer: Mrs B Lidster

Location:

26 Gasson Road
Swanscombe
Kent
DA10 0HX

Proposal:

Erection of a detached garage (retrospective application)

Applicant:

Mrs Matildia Bineri

Agent:

Mr Tony Angeletta

Parish / Ward: Swanscombe And Greenhithe / Swanscombe
RECOMMENDATION:
Approval
SITE DESCRIPTION
(1)
No. 26 Gasson Road is a mid-terrace house located on the northern side of the road
close to the junction with Sweyne Road to the west.
(2)

The property has a rear access from Sweyne Road.

(3)
The building in question has already been started and is located to the end of the
garden. This application is therefore retrospective.
THE PROPOSAL
(4)
The proposal is for the erection of a detached building to be used as a garage. The
door leading to the rear access is not however large enough to accommodate a car. The
applicant has advised that the building would be used to house motorcycles.
(5)
The building would be 6.945m in length and 5.3m in width. The maximum roof height
would be 3.07m. A 1m overhang is proposed to the elevation facing into the garden.
RELEVANT HISTORY
(6)
There is no relevant planning history other than the enforcement investigation into the
building the subject of this application.
COMMENTS FROM ORGANISATIONS
(7)
Swanscombe and Greenhithe Town Council - Concerned that application is not for a
garage as the door is too narrow and shown to be above ground. Appears unnecessarily high
for a garage. They accept the clarification as to use of garage for motorbikes but reiterate their
concern that the height of the garage is excessive.
NEIGHBOUR NOTIFICATION
(8)
Two letters of objection received commenting that planning should have been applied
for before the building was erected; building is big and overbearing; affects pleasure and

enjoyment of their own garden; building is not a garage and have concerns it will be a bungalow;
it should not be connected to drains as will impact on them.
RELEVANT POLICIES
(9)

Dartford Core Strategy 2011

(10)

Adopted Dartford Development Policies Plan 2017
DP2: Good Design;
DP3: Transport Impacts of Development
DP4: Transport Access and Design
DP5: Environmental and amenity protection;
DP7: Borough housing stock and residential amenity

COMMENTS
Key Issues
(11)
The development is located to the rear of the property and not readily visible from any
public vantage points. I therefore consider that the key issue is the impact of the development
on neighbouring properties and also whether adequate parking is still provided at the property.
Impact on neighbours
(12)
The building is located at the end of the garden and properties to either side also have
outbuildings at the end of their gardens. The property to the west has a building of similar depth
with a pitch roof, the maximum height of which appears to be the same as the flat roof of the
application property. To the east the neighbouring property also has a detached building at the
end of their garden but it is smaller in terms of height and footprint.
(13)
The proposed building is located some 12m from the rear of the neighbouring
properties and the presence of the neighbouring outbuildings would minimise the visual impact
on the occupiers of these properties in my view.
(14)
The rear access to the property serves a number of others properties in Gasson Road
as well as Milton Road to the north. There are a number of other rear outbuildings of significant
size serving these properties. The proposed outbuilding would not therefore appear out of
place.
(15)
Given the separating distance from properties to the north in Milton Road (23 metres),
I do not consider that this proposal would have any significant detrimental impacts in terms of
overshadowing or an overbearing effect on the occupiers of properties in Milton Road.
(16)
Whilst I accept that the building appears to be quite high in comparision to the
immediately adjacent outbuildings, this is largely due to the flat roof design which requires taller
eaves than if the roof were pitched. I note that there are other flat roof outbuildings within the
vicinity.
(17)
Being at the far end of the rear garden, the proposed building would not result in the
overshadowing of important private amenity space (immediately to the rear of properties) or an
undue overbearing effect in my view on residents of these properties.
(18)
There is a window shown within the proposed south facing elevation which would
provide views back into the rear garden. Although the window would provide no greater
opportunity to overlook the adjacent gardens then someone standing in the rear garden looking
back towards the house, I consider it reasonable to impose a condition to require this window
to be obscure glazed and fixed shut apart from a top hung fan light. This would address any
potential concerns about perceived increased overlooking.

(19)
I cannot identify any demonstrable harm to residential or visual amenities from the
proposed building. I do not consider that the building would have any significant detrimental
impacts to warrant a refusal given its location and the situation at adjacent properties.
(20)
It should be noted that neither of the objections from neighbours comes from the
properties to either side.
Parking
(21)
The proposed motorcycle garage occupies the entire width of the plot to the rear. As
such, opportunities to park a car at the rear of the site would be lost. It is of note however that
historic aerial photographs of the site do not indicate that the resident used the rear access to
park cars within the rear garden of the property. In addition, the property has a dropped kerb
to the front on Gasson Road and the entire frontage of the property already has a hardstanding
with room for at least two cars to park. As such, I am of the view that despite the removal of
opportunities to park at the rear of the property, an adequate number of car parking spaces
would be retained to serve the property at the front. I therefore consider that the proposal would
have no undue impact on highway safety or amenity.
OTHER MATTERS
(22)
I note the concerns of a neighbour as to any future use of the building as a residential
dwelling. The application has to be determined on its merits and it must be taken at face value
that it will be used as a garage to house motorcycles which is ancillary to the use of the existing
house. Should the use of the building change to a residential dwelling or indeed any other use
that is not ancillary to the main dwelling, planning permission would be required. The impacts
from a new use of the building would need to be assessed at the time.
HUMAN RIGHTS
(23)
I have considered the application in the light of the Human Rights Act 1998. I am
satisfied that my analysis of the issues in this case and my consequent recommendation are
compatible with the Act.
PUBLIC SECTOR EQUALITY DUTY
(24)
Due regard has been had to the Public Sector Equality Duty, as set out in Section 149
of the Equality Act 2010. It is considered that the application proposals would not undermine
objectives of the Duty.
CONCLUSIONS AND REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION
(25)
Whilst it is accepted that this proposal is retrospective the application has been
submitted to regularise the building which has already been started and the application before
Members must therefore be determined on its merits.
(26)
In my opinion the development would not have any significant detrimental impacts on
the residential amenities of adjacent properties and there would also be no visual harm. An
adequate number of parking spaces would be retained at the front of the property and therefore
there would be no unude impact on highway safety and amenity.
RECOMMENDATION:
Approval
01

The development shall be carried out in accordance with the following plans and
documents: DO/01; DO/1; DO/03

01

For the avoidance of doubt and to ensure a satisfactory form of development.

02

Prior to occupation of the development hereby approved the window in the south-facing
elevation of the building hereby approved shall be obscure glazed with a minimum
obscurity level of 3 as referred to in the Pilkington Texture Glass Range leaflet, or nearest
equivalent as may be agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Such glazing
shall be incapable of being opened with the exception of any top hung fan lights, and
shall subsequently be maintained as such at all times.

02

To safeguard the privacy of adjoining residents in accordance with Policies DP2 and DP5
of the adopted Dartford Local Plan.
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DEVELOPMENT CONTROL BOARD
6 June 2019
Reference:

18/01425/FUL

Officer: Abigail Lavery

Location:

Land Rear Of
Barton Road
Sutton At Hone
Kent

Proposal:

Demolition of existing stable building for erection of a 2 bedroom bungalow and
part retention of existing stable stable building with associated parking and
landscaping

Applicant:

Mr David Jackson

Agent:

Mr Richard Clark

Parish / Ward: Sutton-at-Hone & Hawley / Wilmington, Sutton-at-Hone & Hawley
RECOMMENDATION:
Refusal
SITE DESCRIPTION
(1)
The application site lies within the Green Belt and has a site area of 2.3 hectares (5.7
acres). It is located to the west of the built-up area of Sutton at Hone, approximately 200 metres
(as the crow flies) to the south west of the village centre.
(2)
The land currently consists of open paddocks with a long rectangular stable building to
the far western edge of the site. The site's current lawful use is for the grazing of the owner's
own horses for recreational purposes (permitted under application reference
DA/95/00188/COU and secured by condition 8). The land is relatively level with a slight gradient
from west to east with the land gently sloping down towards the eastern boundary and entrance
to the site. Whilst the land is quite flat it is at a relatively high point in relation to surrounding
land as there are views from within the site across the villages of Sutton at Hone and South
Darenth over a mile away.
(3)
The site is exposed to views from Barton Road and Balmoral Road, residential
properties to the east which share a boundary with the site and also from further afield from
Ship Lane to the south west and Church Road to the north. The site is bordered to the north
and west by open fields and a footpath runs around the northern, western and north eastern
boundaries. The eastern and northern paths are Public Rights of Way (DR52 and DR53
respectively). The site has a distinctly open context owing to the relative flatness of the land
and the lack of boundary treatment on the eastern and northern boundaries.
(4)
The main entrance to the site is via Barton Road to the east. The access is at the
turning head and demarcated by gates, which are kept locked when the site is not in use, and
there is a grass and dirt track which leads to the stable building.
(5)
The existing stable building is single storey with a maximum height of around 4.5
metres, a length of approximately 30 metres and a depth of approximately 5.7 metres. The
building is a rectangular structure with a dual pitched roof which has an overhang to the eastern
elevation in front of the stalls where there is a modest strip of hard standing. The building
comprises 4 stalls, a tack room, a hay barn and a tractor shed.

(6)
The site is divided into segments by post and rail fencing and wire and post fencing.
Four horses occupy these paddocks, three belong to the owner and one to a friend of the owner.
(7)
The site is subject to 2 Tree Preservation Orders, TPO No.5 1995 and TPO No.25
1273. The protected trees are sited away from the stable building and they are unlikely to be
affected by the proposals.
THE PROPOSAL
(8)
The proposal is for the demolition of most of the existing stable building and the erection
of a detached bungalow in a similar location. The new dwelling would comprise a 2 bedroom
bungalow with dining room, kitchen and lounge. The retained part of the stable building would
be the far southern end and would provide two separate stables and a storage area, although
from the plans the stable building will require new building work for the alterations. The retained
stable would have an area of hardstanding to its front with space to park 2 cars. The bungalow
would have a driveway with space to park 2 cars to the front and a front, side and rear garden
which would be separated from the paddocks and stable by fences.
(9)
The Design and Access Statement submitted with the application indicates that the
new dwelling will receive the same finishes as the existing stables which is brick facing and
render with a red tile roof. The bungalow is a rectangular shape with a projecting feature to the
front elevation. It would have a hipped roof, with roof lights in the rear (northern elevation) and
bi-fold doors, also in the rear elevation. A chimney is proposed to the western side of the
property.
RELEVANT HISTORY
(10)
DA/95/00188/COU - Erection of a detached building comprising four stables, a tractor
shed, and hay barn, in connection with the change of use of land for stabling and grazing of
horses. (APPROVED)
COMMENTS FROM ORGANISATIONS
(11)

Kent Fire and Rescue - the means of access is considered satisfactory

(12)
Public Rights of Way Officer - neutral on the application but makes the following
comments:
The public right of way must not be stopped up, diverted, obstructed or the surface disturbed
and there must be no encroachment on the current width, at any time now or in future. This
includes any building materials or waste generated during any of the construction phases.
Please note that no furniture or fixtures may be erected on or across Public Rights of Way
without the express consent of the Highways Authority.
NEIGHBOUR NOTIFICATION
(13)
Neighbours were consulted on the application initially on the 21st of November 2018
and a notice was posted at the main entrance to the site on the 28th of November. The scheme
was later revised and the red line plan altered therefore neighbours were consulted again on
the 8th of January 2019 and a notice posted at the entrance to the site on the 9th of January.
(14)
Seven representations were received, 6 were from neighbours and local residents and
one from a Ward Councillor. All of these were in objection to the proposal. In addition, 2
additional letters of objection were received in response to the second consultation on the
amended scheme (one of these from a neighbour who had already contributed). The points
raised by objectors are summarised as follows:
-

Setting a precedent for this type of development
Green Belt development
Concern about the Area of Archaeological Potential on site
Possible future development and buildings on the site

-

Parking and vehicular access concerns
Local wildlife concerns

(15)
Comments were also made in relation to loss of a view, assurances previously made
that this land would not be built on and applicant's inaccurate address on application form.
These are not material planning considerations. I also wish to note that one of the objections
referred to the site as being part of or near a Site of Special Scientific Interest but this is not the
case.
(16)
One neighbour made reference to an inaccurate site boundary shown and other
inaccuracies in the plans and application form. Land registry documents were shown to officers
by neighbours and the applicant's altered their red line application boundary plan to reflect this.
The other inaccuracies mentioned are discussed later in this report under 'Other issues'.
(17)
Discussions were had with the agent at the end of January/ early February 2019 during
which it was made clear that the application was likely to be refused for the reasons discussed
below. Shortly after this 8 letters of support were received from nearby dwellings. Their reasons
for support are as follows:
Will not impact the Green Belt
Will increase security
RELEVANT POLICIES
(18)
The Dartford Core Strategy 2011, the Dartford Development Policies Plan 2017 and
the Kent Minerals and Waste Local Plan 2016 form the Dartford's Development Plan and the
application should be determined against this unless material considerations indicate
otherwise.
(19)

Adopted Dartford Core Strategy adopted 2011
CS1: Spatial pattern of development
CS10: Housing Provision
CS13: Green Belt
CS17: Design of homes

(20)

Adopted Dartford Development Policies Plan 2017
DP1: Presumption in favour of sustainable development
DP2: Good Design
DP3: Transport Impacts of Development
DP4: Transport Access and Design
DP5: Environmental and Amenity Protection
DP6: Sustainable Residential Locations
DP7: Borough Housing Stock and Residential Amenity
DP8: Residential Design in New Development
DP22: Green Belt in the Borough

(21)

Dartford Parking Standards Supplementary Planning Document 2012

(22)

Dartford Windfall Supplementary Planning Document 2014

(23)

The NPPF is also a material consideration.
Paragraph 47 (Determining applications)
Paragraph 133-147 (Green Belt)

COMMENTS
Key Issues
(24)
The proposal would involve the erection of a new dwelling on land within the Borough's
Green Belt.
The key issues relate to:

-

The principle of housing development on this site which is in the Green Belt.
The suitability and sustainability of the site for housing as a windfall site.
Parking and access considerations.
Adequacy of accommodation.
Effect on the character and appearance of the site and wider area.

Inappropriate development in the Green Belt
(25)
The principle of development relates to development in the Green Belt. Dartford Local
Plan policy DP22 highlights that the essential characteristics of the Green Belt are its openness
and permanence, and inappropriate development will be resisted in accordance with national
planning policy. Paragraph 145 of the NPPF highlights that the construction of new buildings
within the Green Belt is inappropriate. Certain exceptions are however allowed. The existing
use, as for recreational stabling of horses, is one of the exceptions listed in para. 145, NPPF,
2018 and therefore this is not an inappropriate use in the Green Belt in principle. Replacement
buildings in the Green Belt are also an exception listed in paragraph 145 of the NPPF however
this is only where the new building is in the same use as that which is in situ. The exception
which I consider is relevant to this proposal is para 145 (g): - limited infilling or partial or
complete redevelopment of previously developed land which would not have a greater impact
on the openness of the Green Belt than the existing development. However, as the stables are
not in agricultural use they are considered to be previously developed land. I will set out below
the reasons why I consider that impact of the proposed new dwelling on the openness of the
Green Belt would be greater than the existing use/building.
(26)
In terms of the degree of harm resulting from the specific proposal this would include
an intensification of the activity on site in terms of retaining the keeping of horses on site and
the additional presence of a residential dwelling, a likely increase in the level of hardstanding,
domestic paraphernalia associated with the residential dwelling, the establishment of a dwelling
and its residential curtilage on an open field and the likely need for fences, domestic lighting,
security features etc. The stable is sited at the western side of the site and accessed via a dirt
and grass track. In order to make a dwelling more accessible for more frequent domestic use,
it would likely be necessary to install hard standing and would therefore have a greater impact
in this respect also. The proposed new dwelling would have a similar height and volume to the
existing building and so when simply comparing these elements of the scheme, the proposal
might be considered to have comparable impact on the openness of the Green Belt. However,
the new dwelling has a domestic appearance and form and will therefore appear incongruous
in the middle of open countryside and the proposal now results in two separate buildings which
with the additional hardstanding, fencing and new domestic paraphernalia is likely in my opinion
to have a greater impact on the openness of the Green belt than the existing stable building.
Whilst permitted development rights can be restricted on Green Belt sites it is reasonable that,
if a dwelling were to be established here, there would be necessary elements to support a
dwelling such as sceptic tanks, higher fencing and potentially pressure for a garage or other
outbuildings that may be difficult to resist. The character of the plot which is a field used for
grazing, an appropriate Green Belt use in principle, would be altered as is inevitable when
residential curtilage is established. There would also be a constant presence on site including
the owner's vehicles.
(27)
In this respect, it is my view that the proposed development does not meet the criteria
in paragraph 145 of the NPPF and therefore falls to be considered as inappropriate
development in the Green Belt.
(28)
Paragraph 143 of the NPPF advises that inappropriate development is, by definition
harmful to the Green Belt and should not be approved except in very special circumstances. I
consider this matter below.
(29)
With regard to the harm to the Green Belt paragraph 133 of the NPPF notes that the
Government attaches great importance to Green Belts. It notes that the fundamental aim of
Green Belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land permanently open. The essential
characteristics of the Green Belt are their openness and their permanence. Green Belt serves
five purposes:

-

To check unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas;
To prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another;
To assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment;
To preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and
To assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict land
and other urban land.

(30)
It is accepted that the development would not have a sprawling affect given its location
some distance from the boundaries of large built-up areas. It is accepted that the location of
this site, some distance away from the town, would not contribute to a merging affect. The
development would not affect historic towns and would not impact on regeneration of urban
land. However, the site would lead to encroachment into the countryside. The site is currently
mostly open in character and relates in character to the open agricultural fields to the west and
north. The location of the new dwelling some 80 m from the built-up area of Sutton-at-Hone
and the closest residential property would lead to a spread of residential character and
presence into an otherwise rural edge to the village. If the site were to become domestic in
character and appearance, it would undoubtedly lead to encroachment into the countryside. In
addition, the physical presence of a larger building on this site would be harmful to the openness
of the countryside. The design and access statement indicates that the site is well screened
from views from the Road and public footpath. Whilst there are trees and planting within and
surrounding parts of the site, the existing stable and much of the land is highly visible from
surrounding land and from Barton Road. The prominence of the building is exacerbated by the
slight slope of the land as the building sits at the highest point of the site. This can be clearly
viewed on 'street view', in the officer site photos and even on some estate agency photos from
the sale of nearby properties.
(31)
Belt.

The proposal would therefore be contrary to one of the key purposes for the Green

Whether Very Special Circumstances Exist
(32)

Paragraph 144 of the NPPF states:

"Local planning authorities should ensure that substantial weight is given to any harm to the
Green Belt. 'Very special circumstances' will not exist unless the potential harm to the Green
Belt by reason of inappropriateness, and any other harm resulting from the proposal, is clearly
outweighed by other considerations."
(33)

Policy DP22 of the Dartford Adopted Local Plan states that:

"Inappropriate development is by definition harmful to the Green Belt and will only be approved
in very special circumstances. Very special circumstances will not exist unless potential harm
to the Green Belt by reason of inappropriateness, and any other harm, is clearly outweighed by
other considerations."
(34)
The applicants have provided reasons for the development which they consider may
amount to Very Special Circumstances. These are:
Need for presence on site due to crime and vandalism
Elderly parents are to live here as their existing home is not 'fit for purpose'
(35)
The house is said to be needed in order to protect the horses and their property. If this
is the case then it is likely that, when the applicant is living on site, they will require higher
fencing, not just for privacy but also for security purposes and potentially a garage to store
personal property and/or protect their vehicles. Based on the site visit, there does not appear
to have been a concerted effort to make the site more secure without having to resort to a
dwelling on the site. For example there is a very low gate to the rear (west) of the stable and
there is no evidence of security cameras. In order to make a case that a dwelling is needed on
site for security reasons I consider it reasonable that efforts should first be made to secure the
site without proposing such harm to the Green Belt. There are many other equestrian sites
within the Borough that do not require a 24 hour presence on site for security and no evidence

has been provided to justify such measures for this particular site. There is no evidence that
the horses or equipment are of particularly high value and therefore a particular target for
criminals. I therefore give this low weight in the consideration of circumstances which may
outweigh the harm to the Green Belt.
(36)
The desire for the applicant's elderly parents to live on the site as their current property
is not 'fit for purpose' is also given as a reason for the development. There has been no mention
of attempts to sell the existing house and buy one that is more suitable and no evidence that
another existing local property would be unaffordable or less affordable than building a new
house on the application site. I give this consideration very limited weight. I also note that this
site is in a poor location for use by elderly residents (this will be explored further from
paragraphs 53-55).
(37)
In addition to the above the applicant's daughter has put forward the following points to
support the application:
Careful design of the buildings proposed
No impact to local residents' outlook
The fact that the land has been maintained to a high standard
Accommodation better suited to the applicants' needs
(38)
I do not consider that these reasons amount to very special circumstances as they
could be used repeatedly with regard to new development and I do not consider that they
outweigh the harm identified to the Green Belt.
(39)
Policy DP22 lists the 'other harm' that should be considered when weighing up the Very
Special Circumstances. These are:
a)
The extent of intensification of the use of the site;
b)
The impact of an increase in activity and disturbance resulting from the
development, both on and off the site, including traffic movement and parking,
light pollution and noise;
c)
The impact on biodiversity and wildlife;
d)
The impact on visual amenity or character taking into account the extent of
screening required;
e)
Impacts arising from infrastructure require by the development.
(40)
Firstly, the existing use of the site as for the recreational keeping of horses is to be
retained and therefore this element will have the same intensity. In addition to this a dwelling is
proposed. The intensity would be increased as there would be a residential use and a
recreational use of the same scale taking place. Since the applicants' advise that the new
dwelling is to be occupied by elderly parents it is likely that the uses will operate fairly
independently with the stables attracting its own separate activity.
(41)
There would be a marked increase in activity and disturbance on site due to the
constant presence on site, more deliveries to the site, a greater number of cars and trips taking
place, and external lighting. The keeping of horses requires the owners to visit the site to feed
and tend the horses every day however they are not currently living on or occupying the site
most of the time. For much of the day and night the horses are likely left alone not causing light
or noise disturbance. If people were to be living on site then this would result in greater levels
of activity at all hours.
(42)
The site is not a Wildlife site nor are there any known protected species or biodiversity
concerns. However the development would result in greater levels of hardstanding and
maintenance of the site for domestic purposes. This would be more likely to have a negative
than a positive impact on wildlife and biodiversity.
(43)
The drawings show extensive planting to surround the buildings which would erode the
open character of the fields. There is not currently much screening of the building to its eastern
and northern sides, despite the claims of the Design and Access Statement that it is well
screened. The need for screening highlights the prominence and visibility of the building.

(44)
The proposal is for a single dwelling and as such it would be serviced by existing
infrastructure to an extent. However, as the house would be some 80 metres from the closest
road it is likely that hardstanding would be required to provide both vehicular and pedestrian
access to the dwelling as well as sceptic tanks, power supply and other services necessary for
a domestic dwelling. Being an open field, a change to residential use is likely to require
substantial alterations to make the land fit for purpose and physically accessible by car and
foot.
(45)
In summary, I do not consider that Very Special Circumstances exist to outweigh the
harm to the openness of the Green Belt or the 'other harm' as identified above. The principle
of development is considered unacceptable, inappropriate and contrary to Dartford's adopted
Local Plan and the NPPF. My assessment of the site specific context and the relevant policies
of the Dartford adopted Local Plan indicate that the proposal is inappropriate development in
the Green Belt and that Very Special Circumstances to outweigh the harm do not exist.
Windfall Site
(46)
The policies of the Dartford Development Policies Plan (adopted 2017) seek to manage
development, maximise sustainable regeneration and offset any potential negative effects. As
the proposal is for under 5 dwellings it is considered to be a windfall housing site (not identified)
and specific policy has been developed for this. The windfall policy has been developed to
ensure that unplanned development coming forward does not undermine the approach to
development as set out in the Core Strategy taking both site specific and cumulative
sustainability issues into account.
(47)
Small sites such as this, which are under 5 units are not considered through the
Council's Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) and are therefore all by
definition windfall sites. Small sites can still have a variety of local impacts. The proposal
therefore falls to be considered against Section 4 of Policy CS10 but also the other detailed
policies within the Core Strategy and adopted Dartford Development Policies Plan (2017) which
are key to its acceptability. Policy CS10 section 4 outlines the following criteria for assessment
of windfall sites: (a) the sustainability of the site; (b) whether the benefits of development
outweigh any disbenefits; (c) the capacity of the current and proposed infrastructure to serve
the development, taking into account committed and planned housing development; (d) where
spare capacity is not available, the availability of the site to provide for the requirements it
generates.
(48)
The aim of the windfall policy is to ensure that any windfall sites which come forward
are sustainable and commensurate with sites which have been identified as part of the Council's
housing land supply. It also seeks to prevent the delivery of sites which would undermine the
Council's strategy for identified development by cumulatively overburdening future
infrastructure provision.
(49)
This windfall site is considered within the context of the Council's 5 year housing land
supply. This Council is in a strong position in respect of its 5 year housing land supply and all
policies within the adopted Plan are considered to be up to date. Further detail on this is
available within the following two key documents - 'Dartford Five Year Deliverable Housing Land
Supply 2018' and the 2017-2018 Authority Monitoring Report. As a result of the Council's
position in respect of its 5 year housing land supply the 'tilted balance' in favour of sustainable
development is not engaged (NPPF, para 11). All development within the Borough will be
judged against the adopted Core Strategy (2011) and the Development Policies Plan (2017) as
well as relevant Supplementary Planning Documents as noted in the discussion below. The
National Planning Policy Framework is also a material planning consideration.
(50)
The cumulative impacts of unplanned housing, even from small sites, has the potential
to add to existing over-burdened amenities and infrastructure within the Borough. Within the
context of a 5 year housing land supply, and despite the national need for housing, the provision
of housing within Dartford needs to be planned carefully to avoid shortfalls in infrastructure and
amenities. The benefit to be attached to additional houses on unplanned sites is therefore
limited and could be considered as disbenefits in some cases where infrastructure and

amenities are already at capacity. A careful balancing exercise needs to be carried out,
weighing up all of the benefits and disbenefits of the proposal. Given the reduced weight of the
benefit to be attached to the provision of new housing, for the reasons set out above, any
disbenefits of the scheme, whether unacceptable on their own or cumulatively, are not likely to
be outweighed by the benefits.
(51)
The Council also has a Windfall Sites Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) which
outlines how policy CS10 is to be applied. The issues covered include whether the site is
previously developed, the accessibility of the site and the impacts of the proposal on the
environment.
(52)
The building itself would replace an existing structure and as such would be sited on
brownfield land, this does carry notable weight in any windfall assessment. However this
consideration does not outweigh the harm of inappropriate development in the Green Belt which
is given significant weight in any assessment.
Accessibility of the site
(53)
The site is located around 500 metres from the closest bus stop which averages 2
buses per hour to Dartford (414 Arriva service). The distance from a row of shops is also 500m,
this includes a sandwich shop, beauty salon, convenience store, undertakers and building
supply shop. These distances are around 100m greater than the recommended distance for
bus stops and local services (Dartford Windfall SPD). The site is also not within walking distance
of a GP or health centre.
(54)
I do note that if one uses the public footpath to the east of the site then there is a closer
bus stop and a wider range of services however this is an unmade and narrow footpath that is
not lit. This path would be quite unsuitable for people with accessibility issues or pushchairs as
it becomes muddy when wet and is also narrow. It is not therefore considered to be an attractive
pedestrian route.
(55)
The accessibility of the site is relatively poor and the reason for the development is for
an elderly couple whose existing home is not 'fit for purpose'. If the development is required for
elderly people then it follows that this should be close to a GP, bus stops and shops and
services. This undermines this reason given by the applicant for the development.
(56)

The limited accessibility of the site is considered to be a disbenefit of the scheme.

(57)
To summarise the windfall assessment, it is considered that the siting on brownfield
land is a benefit of the scheme however the benefit of housing is given very limited weight due
to the Council's strong position in terms of its 5 year housing land supply. The benefits are
therefore clearly outweighed by the limited accessibility of the site and harm to the Green Belt.
Parking and Highways
(58)
The site can accommodate adequate parking for the dwelling and the stables. The
plans show 4 cars can be easily parked on site. Whilst this exceeds the requirement of
Dartford's parking standards SPD. However, this also means that cars will be on site for longer
periods of time resulting in visual clutter and further impacts on the openness of the Green Belt.
Impact on visual amenities/character
(59)
In terms of the impact on the visual amenities of the area, the site is a field containing
one stable building. The land is open and exposed with the exception of two areas of trees
which are subject to Tree Preservation Orders. The proposed dwelling, with its necessary
fencing, screening, hardstanding and other elements necessary to support the dwelling would
erode the open character of the site and result in a more stark and hardscaped appearance.
(60)
The Design and Access Statement indicates that the access road will remain
untouched however based on the proposed use of the dwelling for elderly people I consider this

unlikely. There would soon be pressure for extensive hard surfacing to provide a better access
to the house.
(61)
The bungalow is very basic, with no indication of innovative or exceptional design and
the planting shown to screen the bungalow is crude. A soft landscaping scheme would need to
be considered and could be requested via condition. However, I consider that the scheme does
not demonstrate attempts to provide a high standard of design on site and without any
assurances that this would be the case I consider that this weighs against the proposal.
Adequacy of accommodation
(62)
The dwelling exceeds the requirements of the Nationally Described Space Standards
internally and therefore is considered to provide an acceptable standard of accommodation.
(63)
The garden shown is adequate for the needs of a single dwelling however the extent
of screening shown around this would limit the occupiers' outlook and demonstrates that this
has been poorly thought out resulting in poor design.
Other issues
(64)
The agent's labelled dimensions show a difference of few hundred millimetres from the
measurements that I have taken of the to-scale drawings. As everything is to scale and not all
drawings are labelled I am using the scale bar to measure the buildings.
FINANCIAL BENEFITS
(65)
Under section 75ZA of the Town and Country Planning Act officer reports to the
Development Control Board are required to include a list of 'financial benefits' which are likely
to be obtained by the authority as a result of the development. A 'financial benefit' must be
recorded regardless of whether it is material to the Council's decision. Government advice is
that the decision maker should consider whether it is a material consideration in the
consideration of a planning application.
(66)
The development would be exempt from a CIL payment as a self-build. At present the
CIL form indicates that the applicant does not wish to claim exemption however based on a
discussion with the agent this is an error. The CIL form should be amended and resubmitted.
This will be reported in the update to members.
(67)
New Homes Bonus: is a grant paid by central government to local councils to reflect
and incentivise housing growth in their areas. It is based on the amount of extra Council Tax
revenue raised for new homes. Allocations are set by Government each year and so the amount
of New Homes Bonus is not fixed for this proposal. I consider this is not a material consideration
with regard to the determination of the planning application.
HUMAN RIGHTS IMPLICATIONS
(68)
I have considered the application in the light of the Human Rights Act 1998. I am
satisfied that my analysis of the issues in this case and my consequent recommendation are
compatible with the Act.
PUBLIC SECTOR EQUALITY DUTY
(69)
Due regard has been had to the Public Sector Equality Duty, as set out in Section 149
of the Equality Act 2010. It is considered that the application proposals would not undermine
objectives of the Duty.
CONCLUSIONS AND REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION
(70)
The proposal is inappropriate development in the Green Belt resulting in substantial
harm which is not outweighed by any other considerations. The windfall assessment also

demonstrates that the disbenefits clearly outweigh the benefits of the proposal. I therefore
recommend that the proposal be refused.
RECOMMENDATION:
Refusal
01

The proposal is considered to be inappropriate development in the Green Belt, harmful
to its openness and no very special circumstances have been demonstrated to outweigh
this harm and the other harms identified and is therefore contrary to Core Strategy policy
CS13, Policy DP22 of the Dartford Development Policies Plan and the National Planning
Policy Framework.

02

The benefits of providing a new dwelling is reduced by the Council's ability to
demonstrate a 5-year housing land supply. The disbenefits of the development therefore
clearly outweigh the benefits of developing this windfall site in terms of the poor
accessibility of the dwelling which encourages car use, the location of a dwelling on
Green Belt land and the erosion of the character and appearance of the site. As such the
development is contrary to policies CS1 and CS10 of the adopted Core Strategy, Policies
DP2, DP6 and DP7 of the Dartford Development Policies Plan and the Housing Windfall
Supplementary Planning Document (2014)
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Development Management Section
Quarterly data – January 2019 – March 2019
The graphs on the following pages set out key performance indicators for the
section:
Planning applications




No. of applications received and decided
% of major applications decided in 13 weeks (or with agreed target dates)
% of minor and other applications decided in 8 weeks (or with agreed target
dates)

Appeals


% of all appeals dismissed

Enforcement




No of complaints received – Categories 1, 2 and 3
No of cases closed and on hand
% cases resolved in 8 weeks

QUARTERLY DATA

Figure 1 - Planning Applications Processed
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Figure 2 - Major Applications Decided in 13 weeks/EoT (%)
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Figure 3 - Minor Applications Decided in 8 weeks/EoT (%)
Target - 79%
National Average 85% (oct-dec 18)
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Figure 4 - Other Applications Decided in 8 weeks (%)
Target - 89%
National Average 90% (oct -dec 18)
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Figure 5 - Outstanding Planning Applications and
Total Outstanding Applications
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Figure 6 - Percentage of Appeals Dismissed
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ENFORCEMENT
Figure 7 Enforcement Complaints Received
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Figure 8 Enforcement Cases Outstanding
Categores 1-3
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Figure 9 % Enforcement cases closed in 8 weeks or less
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Definitions
Category 1 – high priority, any unauthorised development that causes immediate and
irreparable harm in the locality, e.g., damage to a listed building, felling of protected
trees.
Category 2 – medium priority, unauthorised development that causes some harm to
the locality, but not to the extent that Category 1 applies, e.g., complaints relating to
use of land for the storage of vehicles, erection of a domestic outbuilding, extension of
a residential curtilage.
Category 3 - low priority, inconsequential breaches of planning control that cause little
or no harm to the locality or local residents, e.g., the erection of fences or outbuildings
within lawful domestic curtilages, minor variations from approved plans.

Performance monitoring: Key issues


The number of applications received between January and March
2019 rose again at the beginning of the year. Decision periods for all
applications are above the Council’s targets again. The major
applications % in 13 weeks/with an extension of time is back to 100%
but this can be easily affected by the types of cases determined due to
the low number of complex major applications the Council deals with.



The number of outstanding applications monitored for government
statistics and reported here is 209. The total number of applications
dealt with, stood at 356 at the end of the quarter. This total number of
applications outstanding, includes submissions for conditions, works to
trees covered by TPOs, non-material amendments, consultations by
other authorities and bodies. All of which can also take a significant
amount of officer time. This number therefore gives a better indication
of workload and applications outstanding.



There were 10 appeal decisions in the quarter, 80% of which were
dismissed.



The number of new enforcement complaints has risen slightly over this
quarter as has the number of outstanding cases. Many of these
outstanding cases involve formal action and so cannot be closed
quickly. Enforcement officers are also continuing to monitor many of
the other cases.



The enforcement cases reported here as being outstanding relate to
those categorised as Category 1, 2 and 3. However, some cases
cannot be closed completely and require on-going monitoring. So as
well as the 142 outstanding Category 1-3 cases there are also
currently cases which are subject to on-going monitoring. For instance
this may apply to a use which may be intermittent or where a planning
application has been submitted, following a decision the case will
either be closed because there is no longer a breach or they will be recategorised as Categories 2-3 and enforcement action will be
progressed. This has the consequence of reducing the number of
cases closed in 8 weeks but ensures that cases are followed up.

Government designation statistics
Members may recall that the government has recently set targets to monitor local
authorities planning performance, whereby LPAs can now be designated for
underperformance with regard to both major and non-major development as well
as the quality of decisions.
The statistics for the 2018 designation period have recently been published.

For speed of decisions:
 For applications for major development:
Government Target : 60% decisions made between Jan 2017 to Dec 18
(2 year period) to be made within the statutory determination period or
have an agreed extended period for decision.
DBC performance: 83% decisions were made within the statutory
determination period or had an agreed extended period for decision


For applications for non-major development:
Target: 70% made between Jan 2017 and Dec 2018 to be made with the
statutory determination period or have an agreed extended period for
decision.
DBC: 87.6% decisions were made within the statutory determination
period or had an agreed extended period for decision

For quality of decisions:
 Appeal decisions for both major and non-major development are
monitored for a 2 year period. If more than 10% of an authority’s total
decisions are overturned at appeal then the authority will be designated.
The government’s tables show the 24 month period Jan 2016 to Dec 2017
(which allows the period for the appeals to be determined following
decisions):
DBC 1.9% major decisions were over-turned on appeal (i.e. allowed)
This breaks down to just 2 major development which went to appeal out of
52 major decisions made. Just 1 of these major developments was allowed
DBC 1.6% minor and other decisions were over-turned on appeal
(i.e.allowed)
This is made up of 62 appeal decisions of which 19 were overturned.
The Council is therefore well within the targets set by government. However, it is
worth noting that the major applications are the more sensitive applications
subject to variation as the period for consideration on the larger major
developments often necessarily extends beyond the 13 week statutory period and
therefore meeting the targets is dependent upon officers being able to agree an
extended time period for determination of the application. Officers will continue to
maintain good working relationships with applicants in order to ensure that
decisions are made within agreed timescales.

FOR INFORMATION
Development Management Section:
Update on Appeals and Development where DBC is not the determining
authority.
The following report sets out details of those matters which relate to development
within the Borough where the decision is made by another body, whether by appeal
to the Planning Inspectorate or because the development does not fall to be
determined under the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.

Valid Appeals in Progress
Listed below are all the planning appeals made to the Planning Inspectorate against
decisions by the Borough Council, where these have been validated by the Planning
Inspectorate.

Written Representations
Ref no

Address

17/01929/COU First Floor
46 Lowfield
Street
Dartford
Kent
DA1 1HJ

Description

Case
officer
J. Bansil

Change of Use of first floor from
night club (including use of existing
vacant part) to Use Class D1 (place
of worship with ancillary offices and
various ancillary community centre
uses) for a temporary period of 5
years and demolish existing steel
framed structure to provide
additional parking
18/01350/FUL 76 Birchwood Demolition of existing bungalow
A.Lavery
Road
and erection of a detached two
Wilmington
storey house with rooms in the roof
Kent
space and single storey rear
DA2 7HG
projection, detached double garage
and new front and side boundary
wall and gates
18/00806/COU Land At
Change of use of amenity land and A.Lavery
Arethusa Place part of neighbours rear garden to
High Street
provide parking area with vehicle
Greenhithe
crossing in connection with 1 The
Kent
Avenue
19/00052/TPO 3 Birchwood Application to fell 1 No. Ash tree
B.Lidster
Drive
(T10), Thin by 20%: 1 No. Ash tree
Wilmington
(T11) and reduce timber back to
Kent
approx. 7m from 12m of 1 No.

Status
Awaiting
PINs
decision

Awaiting
PINs
decision

Awaiting
PINs
decision

Awaiting
PINs
decision

DA2 7NE

double stem Sweet Chestnut tree
(T18) subject to tree Preservation
Order No.14 1981
18/00981/FUL Rear Of 56 To Demolition of existing warehouse J.Bansil
58
unit and erection of a three storey
Spital Street
building to provide 6 No. one bed
Dartford
apartments
Kent
DA1 2DU
18/00471/FUL Adjacent 2
Erection of a detached 3 bed house A.Lavery
Priory Gardens
Dartford
Kent
DA1 2BE

Awaiting
PINs
decision

Awaiting
PINs
decision

18/00594/FUL Downs Lodge Demolition of existing outbuildings
Trollingdown and erection of a 3 bed detached
Hill
bungalow and associated parking
Green Street and amenity space provision
Green Road
Dartford
Kent
DA2 6NR
18/01419/TPO 15 & 17 Sedley Application to reduce height by 2m
Southfleet
and reduce width of branches to
Kent
give clearance of 2m from No. 15 &
DA13 9PE
3m towards No. 17 Sedley and
remove deadwood of 1 No. Oak
tree subject to tree Preservation
Orders No.1 1964 and No.5 1977
18/01471/TPO Adjacent 29
Application to reduce by a third to
Hardy Avenue half plus pollard back to main stem
Dartford
1 No. Poplar tree subject to Tree
Kent
Preservation Order No.2 2008
DA1 2FE
18/00514/FUL Wastdale
Erection of a detached 3 bedroom
Red Street
house
Southfleet
Kent
DA13 9QE

M.Apperley Awaiting
PINs
decision

18/01153/FUL Sutton House
Hawley Road
Hawley
Kent
DA1 1PX
18/00775/FUL The Mount
Cottage
Barn End Lane
Wilmington
Kent
DA2 7PP

B.Lidster

Awaiting
PINs
decision

B.Lidster

Awaiting
PINs
decision

J.Bansil

Statements
due:
19/06/2019

J.Bansil

Statements
due:
19/06/2019

Erection of 2 No detached 3 bed
R.Elder
houses with associated parking and
amenity space

Statements
due:
19/06/2019

Erection of one x 4 bedroom
detached dwelling with integral
garage

18/01069/FUL 30 St Albans
Road
Dartford
Kent
DA1 1TE
18/01378/FUL Land At
Woodward
Terrace, Rear
Of 11 Carlton
Avenue Horns
Cross

Sub-division of site and demolition J.Bansil
of existing workshop and erection of
a detached outbuilding to provide a
studio flat

Statements
due:
19/06/2019

Erection of single storey 2 bed
bungalow with associated access
and parking onto Woodward
Terrace

Statements
due:
25-06-19

J.Bansil

Hearings/Inquiries
Ref no
Address
17/00047/ENF Hawley
Garden
Centre
Hawley Road
Hawley
Kent
DA2 7RB
18/00335/COU Opunake
New Barn
Road
Longfield
Kent
DA3 7LG
17/00222/ENF Opunake
New Barn
Road
Longfield
Kent
DA3 7LG

Description
Case officer
Enforcement Notice
E.Eisinger/
served for use of land as C.Walker
Scaffolding Yard and
associated works.
(Green Belt)

Part change of use of
E.Eisinger
residential property to
allow private swimming
tuition within specified
times
Enforcement Notice
served with regard to
Swimming Lessons At
Residential Property

E.Eisinger/
C.Walker

Status
Informal Hearing
5-06-19
To be held at Civic Centre
10.00am

Combined planning and
enforcement hearing
10-07-19
To be held at Civic Centre
10.00am

Other development where the Council is not the determining authority:
Ref no
18/00410/
NSIP

Address

Description

Case Status
officer
Riverside Energy Consultation on development S.Bunn Examination by the
Park, Belvedere of integrated low carbon energy
Planning Inspectorate.

park and electrical connection.
The electrical
connection(underground cable
serving the development
extends into Dartford)
A decision is made by the
Secretary of State under the
Planning Act 2008.
19/00223/OBB A2 Bean and
Ebbsfleet
Junction
Improvements

Highways Act 1980
Notice of Side Road Orders,
Compulsory Purchase Orders
and Slip Roads
A decision to be made by the
Secretary of State for
Transport.

Hearings start 4-0619.
DBC has raised no
objection but has
sought assurance
regarding the working
methodology for the
electrical connection.
S.Bunn DBC submitted a
representation to the
Orders on 27-03-19.
Likely Public Inquiry
September 2019
unless objections are
resolved. Details still
to be provided by
Dept for Transport.

DARTFORD BOROUGH COUNCIL
DELEGATED LIST
OF APPLICATIONS DETERMINED UNDER DELEGATED POWERS
Excluding Ebbsfleet UDC Applications
Date Report Compiled: 22-May-2019
Period for Report:

04/04/2019 to 22/05/2019

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00449/CPO
Date Issued
25/04/2019
Wilmington Academy Common Lane Wilmington Kent DA2 7DR
Consultation on an application for details of External Materials (Condition 3), External Lighting
(Condition 4), Landscaping (Condition 5), Drainage/SUDS (Condition 16) and Construction Management
Strategy (Condition 21) of planning permission DA/18/0039

Ward
Decision
Officer

Wilmington OLD
No Objection
Mrs Sonia Bunn

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00468/EDCCON
Date Issued
18/04/2019
Former Croxton And Garry Site Tiltman Avenue Swanscombe Kent
Consultation on an application for the partial infilling of the site to form a Development Platform within
Ebbsfleet Development Corporation

Ward
Decision

Swanscombe OLD
Objection; Require more clarification about impact on vegetation and EHO officer’s comments taken into
account.
Sue Wright

Officer
Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00390/EDCCON
Date Issued
18/04/2019
Yard C5 Manor Way Business Park Manor Way Swanscombe Kent
Re-Consultation on an application to construct 3 No. Industrial Units (Use Class B2) with associated
parking and access within Ebbsfleet Development Corporation

Ward
Decision
Officer

Swanscombe OLD
Objection; Air quality assessment required.
Mrs Sonia Bunn

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

18/00530/REM
Date Issued
07/05/2019
Phase 3B Land East Of Lowfield Street Dartford
Submission of Reserved Matters pursuant to condition 1, refuse storage condition 27, and landscaping
condition 28 in relation to Phase 3B pursuant to Hybrid planning permission DA/16/01919/FUL for the
erection of 90 dwellings, including 61 affordable dwellings with associated car parking, cycle storage
and landscaping, comprising details of layout, scale, appearance and landscaping together with
submission of details required by the S106

Ward
Decision
Officer

Town OLD
Approval of details (or revised details)
Mrs Sonia Bunn
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Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00558/OBB
Date Issued
30/04/2019
Snap Fitness Unit 1 Eagle House Eagle Way Northfleet Kent DA11 9BJ
Consultation on an application for the removal of condition 1 attached to planning permission reference
number 20140529 for the change of use of premises from a car showroom to Class D2 24 hour gym
incorporating replacement of roller shutters on the side (north-west & south east) elevations with glazed
panels and an emergency exit door; to allow the continued use as 24 hour gym within Gravesham
Borough Council

Ward
Decision
Officer

Outside Borough Boundary
No Objection
Mrs Sonia Bunn

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00384/TRCON
Date Issued
01/05/2019
Isfield Hook Green Road Southfleet Kent DA13 9NQ
Notification for 9 No. Common Lime trees- to fell Trees 1 and 3, section and remove dead limb, remove
dead wood and significant branches overhanging property, crown reduction and thinning of remainder
removing overhanging branches and all dead branches by approx. 20-30% of total crown of trees 2 and
4-9 in Isfield within Hook Green Conservation Area

Ward
Decision
Officer

Longfield, New Barn & Southfleet OLD
No Objection
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00568/OBB
Date Issued
14/05/2019
Costa Coffee Unit 3 Eagle House Eagle Way Northfleet Kent DA11 9BJ
Consultation on an Application for the removal of condition 1 attached to planning permission reference
number 20150034 for the change of use of existing warehouse to a mixed use A1/A3 coffee shop and
an A1 sandwich shop; to allow the continued use as A1/A3 within Gravesham Borough Council

Ward
Decision
Officer

Outside Borough Boundary
No Objection
Mrs Sonia Bunn

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00665/CPO
Date Issued
16/05/2019
Wilmington Academy Common Lane Wilmington Kent DA2 7DR
Consultation on Proposed 5 temporary classrooms (3 classrooms at ground floor and 2 classrooms at
first floor) for the academic year 2019-2020 to accommodate pupils whilst the permanent
accommodation permitted under consent reference DA/18/39 is provided

Ward
Decision
Officer

Maypole & Leyton Cross
No Objection
Mrs Sonia Bunn

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00550/CPO
Date Issued
16/05/2019
Wilmington Academy Common Lane Wilmington Kent DA2 7DR
Consultation on retention of 6 No. temporary classroom units (3 permitted under DA/17/1626 & a
further 3 permitted under DA/18/659) for a further 12 months (until 1 September 2020) to
accommodate pupils whilst the permanent accommodation permitted under consent reference DA/19/39
is provided

Ward
Decision
Officer

Wilmington OLD
No Objection
Mrs Sonia Bunn
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Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00487/OBB
Date Issued
16/04/2019
Perryfield Rowhill Road Wilmington Kent DA2 7QG
Consultation on application for single storey side extension within Sevenoaks District Council

Ward
Decision
Officer

Outside Borough Boundary
No Objection
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00339/CPO
Date Issued
23/04/2019
Stone Pit 1 Cotton Lane Stone Kent
Consultation on an application for details of a consolidated landscape planting and management plan
pursuant to Condition 12 of planning permission DA/17/762 (for the restoration of the southern half of
Stone Pit 1)

Ward
Decision
Officer

Stone OLD
No Objection
Mrs Emma Eisinger

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00340/CPO
Date Issued
23/04/2019
Stone Pit 1 Cotton Lane Stone Kent
Consultation on an application for details of a Surface Water Drainage Scheme and a Consolidated
Landscape Planting and Management Scheme pursuant to Conditions (19) and (21) of planning
permission DA/18/485 (for the restoration of the northern half of Stone Pit 1).

Ward
Decision
Officer

Stone OLD
No Objection
Mrs Emma Eisinger

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00341/EDCCON
Date Issued
04/04/2019
Former Northfleet West Sub Station Southfleet Road Swanscombe Kent
Consultation on an application for the discharge of condition 1 & 2 attached to planning permission
reference no. 14/01528/ECCDNA relating to Noise Bund stability assessment and final design
specification within Ebbsfleet Development Corporation

Ward
Decision
Officer

Greenhithe OLD
No Objection
Steven Bell

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00372/LDC
Date Issued
13/05/2019
1A North Road Dartford Kent DA1 3LS
Application for a Lawful Development Certificate for proposed erection of a front porch, single storey
rear extension, first floor rear extension, provision of a dormer window in rear elevation in connection
with providing additional rooms in the roof space

Ward
Decision
Officer

Heath OLD
Permission Required; Not permitted development
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

18/01537/LDC
Date Issued
05/04/2019
The Nursery Green Street Green Road Darenth DA2 8DP
Application for a Lawful Development Certificate for proposed erection of a wall to a maximum height
of 2 metres

Ward
Decision
Officer

Bean & Darenth OLD
Permission Required, Not permitted development
Abigail Lavery
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Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00556/LDC
Date Issued
13/05/2019
18 Devon Road Sutton At Hone Kent DA4 9AB
Application for a Lawful Development Certificate for proposed conversion of existing integral garage
into habitable room with associated alterations to front elevation and additional of windows in side
elevation

Ward
Decision
Officer

Wilmington, Sutton-at-Hone & Hawley
Permission Required; Permitted development rights removed for conversion of garage to habitable room.
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00101/LDC
Date Issued
21/05/2019
Beacon Hill Rowhill Road Wilmington Kent DA2 7QG
Application for a Lawful Development Certificate for existing timber ranch fence with wire mesh on
road boundary along with 2 metre high close boarded fence set back 1 metre behind ranch fence

Ward
Decision
Officer

Wilmington OLD
Permission Required; Not permitted development, fails Class A of part 2 schedule 2
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00267/LDC
Date Issued
09/04/2019
3 Orchard Close Longfield Kent DA3 7JP
Application for a Lawful Development Certificate for proposed demolition of existing lean-to
conservatory and erection of a single storey extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

Longfield, New Barn & Southfleet OLD
Permission Required; Exceeds 3m in depth and eaves height exceeds existing eaves height of bungalow.
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00503/LDC
Date Issued
13/05/2019
Lugano Stock Lane Wilmington Kent DA2 7BY
Application for a Lawful Development Certificate for proposed erection of a single storey rear/side
extension

Ward
Decision

Wilmington OLD
Permission Required; Side extension exceeding half the width; height exceeds 4m when attached to
existing extension, raised platform
Mrs B Lidster

Officer
Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00396/TPO
Date Issued
13/05/2019
4 Chalet Close Bexley Kent DA5 2EY
Application for crown reduction by reducing height and average radial spread of tree by approximately
(2m) and (2m) respectively of 1 No. Sweet Chestnut on rear property boundary subject to Tree
Preservation Order No.5 1960

Ward
Decision
Officer

Joydens Wood OLD
Consent for TPO
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00373/TPO
Date Issued
24/04/2019
12 Chalet Close Bexley Kent DA5 2EY
Application to reduce and reshape complete tree by approximately 2m from height and spread. Current
estimated height is 14m tall and radius 6m. Leaving at approximately 12m tall and 4m radius of 1 No.
(T3) Oak tree subject to Tree Preservation Order No.5 1960

Ward
Decision
Officer

Joydens Wood OLD
Consent for TPO
Mrs Emma Eisinger
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Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00452/TPO
Date Issued
13/05/2019
Outside 25-29 Capability Way Greenhithe Kent
Application to cutting back all branches that overhang and encroach on the building of 25-29 Capability
Way to give a 2m clearance of 1 No. Oak Tree (T333) subject to Tree Preservation Order No. 11 1990

Ward
Decision
Officer

Greenhithe OLD
Consent for TPO
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00238/TPO
Date Issued
09/04/2019
Land Adjacent 101 Beacon Drive Bean Kent
Application to reduce crown by 2m radius, top and sides of 3 No. Hornbeam trees and 1 No. Oak tree
subject to Tree Preservation Order No.16 1991

Ward
Decision
Officer

Bean & Darenth OLD
Consent for TPO
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00288/TPO
Date Issued
10/04/2019
Wilmington Manor Common Lane Wilmington Kent DA2 7BA
Application to cut various areas of deadwood and the canopy crown reduced by 1.5 metres of 1 No.
T(1) - Ash tree subject to Tree Preservation Order No.13 1989

Ward
Decision
Officer

Wilmington OLD
Consent for TPO
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00287/TPO
Date Issued
10/04/2019
Communal Area Rear Of 21 Watermans Way Greenhithe Kent DA9 9GJ
Application to cut back all branches that overhang boundary 21 Watermans Way to the line of the
boundary together with necessary shaping to the top of the tree and remove ivy to Sycamore tree (G2)
subject to Tree Preservation Order No.11 1990

Ward
Decision
Officer

Greenhithe OLD
Consent for TPO
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00620/TPO
Date Issued
03/05/2019
The Limes Hook Green Road Southfleet Kent DA13 9NQ
Remove ivy (where stated on report), dead wood and significant branches overhanging property,
remove dead limbs and crown reduce and thin by approx 20-30% (all works listed in report) of trees A-I
in The Limes subject to Tree Preservation Order No.1 1984

Ward
Decision
Officer

Longfield, New Barn & Southfleet OLD
Consent for TPO
Mrs B Lidster
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Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00315/TPO
Date Issued
17/04/2019
The Boulevard Greenhithe Kent
Application for continued maintenance programme for 34 Lime Trees (T215-T248) to allow crown
lifting (up to 3m), pruning (to result in a finished radius for each tree of 3m minimum and reduction in
height of the tree outside No. 54 by 1m together with reduction in height of all remaining trees to match
this height to provide uniformity through the Boulevard, subject to the requirement that the trees shall
not be reduced in height below the upper level of the second floor balcony railing to No. 54 subject to
Tree Preservation Order No. 11 1990

Ward
Decision
Officer

Greenhithe OLD
Consent for TPO
Steven Bell

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00290/FUL
Date Issued
17/04/2019
7 New Barn Road Southfleet Kent DA3 7LQ
Demolition of existing bungalow and erection of a 5 bed two storey detached dwelling

Ward
Decision
Officer

Longfield, New Barn & Southfleet OLD
Application Permitted
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00305/FUL
Date Issued
09/04/2019
Tamar Park Way Bexley Kent DA5 2JD
Erection of a part two/part single storey rear extension including first floor window in flank elevation

Ward
Decision
Officer

Joydens Wood OLD
Application Permitted
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00308/FUL
Date Issued
25/04/2019
The Cottage Hawley Road Hawley Kent DA2 7RW
Erection of a two storey side and rear extension, single storey rear extension and provision of a vehicle
access onto A225

Ward
Decision
Officer

Sutton At Hone & Hawley OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00446/FUL
Date Issued
55 Dunlop Close Dartford Kent DA1 5LY
Provision of replacement windows in white upvc

Ward
Decision
Officer

Joyce Green OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00045/COU
Date Issued
08/05/2019
27 - 31 Lowfield Street Dartford Kent DA1 1EW
Change of use of 27 Lowfield St to mixed use (restaurant and drinking establishment with DJ area)
extending into existing restaurant at 29-31 Lowfield St, creating larger unit; First floor to be used for
W.Cs, staff area and fire exit; Extension of external seating area

Ward
Decision
Officer

Town OLD
Application Permitted
Jas Bansil
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13/05/2019

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00295/FUL
Date Issued
08/05/2019
7 Birchwood Road Wilmington Kent DA2 7HF
Provision of front boundary wall, car port and vehicular crossover onto C268 (retrospective application)

Ward
Decision
Officer

Joydens Wood OLD
Application Permitted
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

18/01287/FUL
Date Issued
08/04/2019
Kwik Fit Euro London Road Stone Kent DA2 6AS
Demolition of existing buildings and erection of a four storey building to provide 12 No apartments
(comprising 6 x 1 bed and 6 x 2 bed) on 1st, 2nd 3rd floor and business use class (B1) on ground floor
with associated parking and landscaping

Ward
Decision

Newtown OLD
Application Refused - The proposals would prejudice the junction of the Designated Employment Area
and the shortfall of car parking spaces would harm highway safety and amenity

Officer

Steve Fraser-Lim

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00186/VCON
Date Issued
09/05/2019
Green Spice Green Street Green Road Dartford Kent DA2 8DP
Change of use from Class A3 Restaurant to Class C1 Guest house with ancillary A3/A5 use
incorporating first floor rear extension, loft conversion to create additional guest rooms, associated offstreet parking and associated external alterations (incorporating variation of condition 2 (approved
drawings) of planning permission DA/16/00233/COU in respect of the creation of 5 additional rooms
taking the total number of rooms from 17 to 22, incorporating single storey extension, internal
alterations to the layout of the ground floor, first floor, and basement, and associated alterations to
fenestration. Reduction in the overall A3/A5 floor space from 41sqm to 25sqm. New extraction flue and
bin store and the provision of 2 additional car parking spaces.

Ward
Decision

Bean & Darenth OLD
Application refused, Proposal fails to provide adequate parking and manoeuvring space provision,
Proposed extraction flue would be an intrusive and incongruous feature.
Matthew Apperley

Officer
Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00192/FUL
Date Issued
15/05/2019
Wren House Main Road Longfield Kent DA3 7AE
Erection of a part two/part single storey side and rear extension with balustrade above single storey
projection, Juliette balcony on first floor rear elevation and roof lights on side roof slopes and window
on rear gable end in connection with providing additional room in the roof space together with provision
of a raised patio area

Ward
Decision
Officer

Longfield, New Barn & Southfleet OLD
Application Refused - Inappropriate development in the Green Belt; unsympathetic design
Matthew Apperley

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

18/01490/FUL
Date Issued
08/04/2019
26 - 28 Westgate Road Dartford Kent DA1 2AN
Demolition of existing buildings and erection of a three storey mixed use development comprising retail
floor space and 10 No. apartments (5 x 1 bed and 5 x 2 bed)

Ward
Decision

Town OLD
Application Refused - Harm to visual and residential amenity, to highway and pedestrian safety,
flood/contamination issues, would not revitalise town centre. Unacceptable windfall development.

Officer

Jas Bansil
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Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00102/FUL
Date Issued
10/04/2019
Eebs Stables Trollingdown Hill Green Street Green Road Dartford Kent DA2 6NR
Provision of 3 No. mobile homes, partial conversion of existing stables as a utility room, and ancillary
hard standing and parking provision (part retrospective)

Ward
Decision
Officer

Brent OLD
Application Refused - Inappropriate and unsustainable development within the Green Belt
Matthew Apperley

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00345/FUL
Date Issued
03/05/2019
Rear Of 165 - 173 Hawley Road Dartford Kent DA1 1PB
Erection of a building to provide 6 No. self-contained flats (3 x 1-bed and 3 x 2-bed) with associated car
parking, cycle parking and refuse stores, including demolition of garage to the rear and extension of
dropped kerb at site frontage

Ward
Decision

Princes OLD
Application Refused - Excessive scale, bulk and massing, Visually obtrusive and unneighbourly form of
development, Poor design, Insufficient acoustic assessment

Officer

Richard Elder

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

18/01575/OUT
Date Issued
18/04/2019
Adjacent 30 Maple Road Dartford Kent DA1 2QZ
Outline application for an end of terrace dwelling with access from Maple Road (consideration of
access, layout and scale only)

Ward
Decision

Princes OLD
Application Refused - The proposed development, due to its scale, layout and access would result in a
detrimental impact to residential amenity and the character of the locality

Officer

Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00034/FUL
Date Issued
18/04/2019
Autumn Chance 9 Woodland Close Longfield Kent DA3 7HA
Erection of a single storey rear extension and infill side extension, relocation of entrance to front
elevation together with open front porch and raising height, alterations and enlargement of roof to create
first floor accommodation

Ward
Decision
Officer

Longfield, New Barn & Southfleet OLD
Application Refused - Harm detrimental to neighbour amenity contrary to policies DP2, DP5, SP7
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00427/P3O
Date Issued
09/05/2019
Moatfield House Highfield Road Dartford Kent
Application under Schedule 2, Part 3, Class O of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted
Development) Order 2015 as to whether prior approval is required for change of use of lower ground
floor from office (Class B1A) to residential (Class C3) to provide 3 residential flats

Ward
Decision
Officer

Princes OLD
Application Withdrawn
Jas Bansil
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Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

17/01070/NONMAT
Date Issued
12/04/2019
30 St Albans Road Dartford Kent DA1 1TE
`Application for a non material amendment following grant of planning permission DA/16/01616/FUL in
respect of alterations to 1st and 2nd floor layouts, provision of 2 No. roof lights in front elevations,
alterations to windows and doors in side elevation and rendered finish to be painted white to whole
building

Ward
Decision
Officer

Newtown OLD
Application Withdrawn
Jas Bansil

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00537/ADV
Date Issued
Europa Albion Road Dartford Kent DA1 5PZ
Display of 5 No. internally illuminated fascia signs

Ward
Decision
Officer

Littlebrook OLD
Consent for Advert.
Steven Bell

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00215/ADV
Date Issued
18/04/2019
WHSmith 19 - 21 High Street Dartford Kent DA1 1DT
Display of 1 No Internally Illuminated fascia sign and 1 No Internally Illuminated projection sign

Ward
Decision
Officer

Town OLD
Consent for Advert.
Steve Fraser-Lim

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00086/LDC
Date Issued
08/05/2019
2 Cherry Tree Lane Wilmington Kent DA2 7AE
Application for a Lawful Development Certificate for existing use of land marked area A as residential
garden (C3) in connection with No.2 Cherry Tree Lane

Ward
Decision
Officer

Wilmington OLD
Certificate Granted
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00411/LDC
Date Issued
15/05/2019
33 Littlebrook Manor Way Dartford Kent DA1 5DX
Application for a Lawful Development Certificate for existing use of property as a House in Multiple
Occupation (C4) (maximum of 6 people living at the property)

Ward
Decision
Officer

Littlebrook OLD
Certificate Granted
Mrs Emma Eisinger

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

18/01391/VCON
Date Issued
18/04/2019
1 & 1A Priory Gardens Dartford Kent DA1 2BE
Application for variation of condition 2 (approved drawings) of planning permission DA/17/00477/FUL
(Demolition of 1A Priory Gardens and erection of two storey side extension to No.1 Priory Gardens to
provide 2 No. self-contained two bedroom flats together with erection of a part two/part first floor rear
extension of 1 Priory Gardens) in respect of additional of dormer window in rear elevation of 1 priory
gardens, alterations to windows and doors, additional roof lights and alterations to design

Ward
Decision
Officer

West Hill OLD
Application approved
Mrs Emma Eisinger
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10/05/2019

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

16/00795/VCON
Date Issued
09/04/2019
Christian Meeting Room And Wilburton Yard Leydenhatch Lane Swanley Kent
Demolition of the existing church meeting hall (Use Class D1), demolition of B2 workshop (Use Class
B2), extinguishment of Haulage Yard use and top-soil composting yard use, and construction of
replacement meeting hall (D1) with associated access, parking and landscaping and infrastructure works
as well as change of use of part of the existing access and yard to domestic garden at the church
meeting room and Wilburton yard (mainly within Sevenoaks District Council). Incorporating variation of
condition 2 (approved plans) of planning permission DA/15/00408/FUL in respect of increasing the
height of the smaller 'pavilion' building, the inclusion of louvred ventilators in the main church hall
building, a new light well and new external condensers

Ward
Decision
Officer

Joydens Wood OLD
Application approved
Matthew Apperley

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00179/NONMAT
Date Issued
05/04/2019
The Bridge Plot 36 Rennie Drive Dartford Kent
Application for a non-material amendment following grant of planning permission DA/16/01024/FUL in
respect of permeable paving omitted from design, car parks now to be drained via slot drains with an
additional pollution inceptor. Manhole chambers in main yard area reconfigured. Rainwater harvesting
added. Localised areas of car parking to the north of the site gradient reversed. Retaining wall extents
revised. Perimeter kerb added to yard car park, levels amended. Additional levels added. Minor
landscaping amendments.

Ward
Decision
Officer

Littlebrook OLD
Approval of non-material amendments
Steven Bell

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00630/NONMAT
Date Issued
21/05/2019
54 Carlton Avenue Horns Cross Greenhithe Kent DA9 9DR
Non-Material amendment following grant of planning permission DA/18/00085/FUL in respect of
formation of additional doorway on ground floor front extension and on rear elevation

Ward
Decision
Officer

Stone Castle
Approval of non-material amendments
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00566/NONMAT
Date Issued
18/04/2019
Land Adjacent The Lodges (now Gantry Place) Cotton Lane Stone Kent
Non-material amendment to application DA/16/01553/VCON for erection of 16 No. 4 bedroom houses
and erection of a multi-use community building. Amendments comprise change to wording of condition
5 (legal agreement) to allow construction of the site access prior to discharge of the conditions

Ward
Decision
Officer

Stone Castle
Approval of non-material amendments
Steve Fraser-Lim

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00417/NONMAT
Date Issued
10/04/2019
Land Adjacent The Lodges (now Gantry Place) Cotton Lane Stone Kent
Application for a Non-material amendment to application DA/16/01553/VCON for erection of 16 No. 4
bedroom houses and erection of a multi-use community building. Amendments comprise change to
wording of conditions 8 (contaminated land assessment), 9 (gas membrane details), 10 (surface water
drainage), 13 (substructure details) and 18 (biodiversity enhancements) to allow construction of the site
access prior to discharge of the conditions

Ward
Decision
Officer

Stone OLD
Approval of non-material amendments
Steve Fraser-Lim
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Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00507/NONMAT
Date Issued
25/04/2019
Land North Of Hedge Place Road Greenhithe Kent
Application for a non-material amendment following grant of planning permission DA/12/01150/FUL in
respect of altering wording of condition 12 so that hard landscaping works shall be completed prior to
occupation of last dwelling

Ward
Decision
Officer

Stone OLD
Approval of non-material amendments
Steven Bell

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00444/NONMAT
Date Issued
09/04/2019
7 Pilgrims Way Dartford Kent DA1 1QZ
Application for a non-material amendment following grant of planning permission DA/18/01411/FUL in
respect of increase in width of rear extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

Brent OLD
Approval of non-material amendments
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00594/NONMAT
Date Issued
10/05/2019
Plot E10 Edisons Park Bridge Close Dartford Kent
Application for non-material amendment following grant of planning permission ref 16/00696/REM (for
Submission of reserved matters relating details of siting, design, external appearance, means of access
and landscaping pursuant to condition 1 of planning permission DA/09/01473/VCON for erection of 3
No. buildings to provide 7 No. industrial units) to allow minor re-positioning of units 1-7

Ward
Decision
Officer

Stone Castle
Approval of non-material amendments
Steven Bell

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00479/NONMAT
Date Issued
10/04/2019
Copplestone Barn End Lane Wilmington Kent DA2 7PP
Non-material amendment following grant of planning permission DA/18/00293/FUL in respect of
existing chimney to be retained and new flue removed, window within dormer to bedroom 4 amended

Ward
Decision
Officer

Wilmington OLD
Approval of non-material amendments
Mrs Emma Eisinger

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00486/NONMAT
Date Issued
16/04/2019
130 The Brent Dartford Kent DA2 6DE
Non-material amendment following grant of planning permission DA/18/00917/FUL in respect of
altering roof from pitched roof to flat roof with roof lantern

Ward
Decision
Officer

Newtown OLD
Approval of non-material amendments
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00401/NONMAT
Date Issued
16/04/2019
Rear Of 73 & 74 Priory Road Dartford Kent
Application for a non-material amendment following grant of planning permission DA/18/00538/FUL in
respect of relocating 1.8m high fence to kerb line

Ward
Decision
Officer

Town OLD
Refusal of non-material amendments; Material change
Abigail Lavery
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Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00150/CDNA
Date Issued
16/04/2019
Littlebrook Power Station Rennie Drive Dartford Kent DA1 5PT
Submission of details relating to soft & hard landscaping pursuant to condition 11 of planning
permission DA/18/00457/FUL for redevelopment of the Site to provide class B8 (storage and
distribution) uses and ancillary class B1 uses with associated access, servicing, parking and landscaping
and riverside enhancements.

Ward
Decision
Officer

Littlebrook OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Steven Bell

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00265/CDNA
Date Issued
18/04/2019
Premier Inn Halcrow Avenue Dartford Kent DA1 5FX
Submission of details relating to landscaping scheme pursuant to condition 9 of planning permission
DA/18/00833/FUL for extensions to hotel and restaurant blocks to provide an additional 45 bedrooms
and 40 covers to the restaurant with alterations to car park to provide an additional 9 parking spaces and
other associated works

Ward
Decision
Officer

Littlebrook OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Richard Elder

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00416/CDNA
Date Issued
25/04/2019
Northern Gateway North Central Road Dartford Kent
Submission of details relating to travel plan pursuant to condition 23 of planning permission
DA/17/01793/FUL for erection of two employment units for B1c (light industrial), B2 (general industrial)
and B8 (storage or distribution) Use Classes, of up to 15,939 SQ M (GIA) including ancillary offices
and structures, servicing areas and access roads, car parking and landscaping

Ward
Decision
Officer

Joyce Green OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Sue Wright

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00357/CDNA
Date Issued
16/04/2019
Adj 115 Milton Road Swanscombe Kent DA10 0LS
Submission of details relating to confirmation of compliance with Categories M4(2) and M4(3) pursuant
to condition 6 of planning permission DA/18/00246/FUL for demolition of existing garage and erection
of a detached 4 bed dwelling house

Ward
Decision
Officer

Swanscombe OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00443/CDNA
Date Issued
09/04/2019
Rear Of 79 To 85 East Hill Dartford Kent DA1 1SN
Submission of details relating to vehicle crossover pursuant to condition 14 of planning permission
DA/18/00362/FUL for erection of 2 semi-detached two bedroom dwelling houses with associated
parking and turning and garden space

Ward
Decision
Officer

Brent OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Steve Fraser-Lim
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Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

18/00845/CDNA
Date Issued
15/05/2019
Former Mabledon Hospital Site Green Street Green Road Dartford Kent
Submission of details relating to habitat and species on site (condition 5), phasing programme for
habitat, scrub, hedge and tree removal (condition 6), reptile survey and monitoring scheme (condition 7)
pursuant to planning permission DA/15/00127/FUL for construction of a crematorium and cemetery
including memorial gardens, wildlife areas, car parking and new access onto Green Street and ancillary
works

Ward
Decision
Officer

Bean & Darenth OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Mrs Sonia Bunn

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00510/CDNA
Date Issued
10/05/2019
Former Mabledon Hospital Site Green Street Green Road Dartford Kent
Submission of details relating to archaeology pursuant to condition 3 of planning permission
DA/15/00127/FUL for construction of a crematorium and cemetery including memorial gardens, wildlife
areas, car parking and new access onto Green Street and ancillary works

Ward
Decision
Officer

Bean & Darenth OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Mrs Sonia Bunn

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

18/01668/CDNA
Date Issued
09/05/2019
Land Adj The Lodges (now Gantry Place) Cotton Lane Stone Kent
Submission of details relating to biodiversity enhancement scheme pursuant to condition 18 of planning
permission DA/16/01553/VCON for erection of 16 No. 4 bedroom houses in four terraces and erection
of a multi-use community building with access roads and ancillary works and use of land to the west as
outdoor camping ground and recreational space for Scout Groups, Duke of Edinburgh activities and
youth related activities (incorporating variation of condition 2 of application reference 15/01688/VCON
to allow the addition of an electricity substation and revised parking layout for the multi-use hall).

Ward
Decision
Officer

Stone OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Steve Fraser-Lim

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00249/CDNA
Date Issued
17/05/2019
The Bridge Plot 4 Rennie Drive Dartford Kent
Submission of details relating to storage of bicycles pursuant to condition 20 of planning permission
DA/18/00419/FUL for erection of two commercial buildings with a GEA of 4,211sqm with flexible
permission for B1(c)/B2/B8 uses with associated access, service arrangements and landscaping

Ward
Decision
Officer

Littlebrook OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Richard Elder

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00409/CDNA
Date Issued
15/05/2019
1A North Road Dartford Kent DA1 3LS
Submission of details relating to remediation pursuant to condition 3 of planning permission
DA/15/01167/FUL for erection of 1 no. 4-bed dwelling together with ancillary car parking and private
amenity space

Ward
Decision
Officer

Heath OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Jas Bansil
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Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00282/CDNA
Date Issued
09/04/2019
172 Birchwood Road Wilmington Kent DA2 7HA
Submission of details relating to external materials pursuant to condition 2 of planning permission
DA/18/01404/FUL for erection of 3 No. boundary walls comprising brick piers and infill metal railings
and close boarded fence panels (part retrospective application)

Ward
Decision
Officer

Joydens Wood OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00661/EDCCON
Date Issued
21/05/2019
Land At London Road And West Of Craylands Lane Craylands Lane Swanscombe Kent
Consultation on application for the discharge of condition 23 attached to planning permission reference
no. EDC/18/0027 relating to Piling Works Risk Assessment within Ebbsfleet Development Corporation

Ward
Decision
Officer

Greenhithe & Knockhall
No Observations
Sue Wright

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00467/EDCCON
Date Issued
09/05/2019
Site 3 Manor Way Business Park Land Between Galley Hill Road And Manor Way Swanscombe Kent
(Revised Resubmission of 18/01458/EDCCON) Consultation on application for operation of an aggregate
recycling facility to accept 75,000 tpa of construction and demolition waste within Ebbsfleet
Development Corporation

Ward
Decision
Officer

Swanscombe OLD
EDC - Raises Concerns
Mrs Sonia Bunn

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00531/EDCCON
Date Issued
09/05/2019
Alkerden Farm Alkerden Lane Swanscombe Kent DA9 9LR
Consultation on an application for the deconstruction of Alkerden Barn and retention of historic materials
for future reuse, demolition of all other existing buildings within Ebbsfleet Development Corporation

Ward
Decision
Officer

Swanscombe OLD
EDC - Raises Concerns; Contrary to the adopted Core Strategy policy.
Mrs Sonia Bunn

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00293/PDE
Date Issued
08/04/2019
13 Priory Close Dartford Kent DA1 2JF
Determination pursuant to Schedule 2, Part 1 (Class A.1 (g) of the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 as to whether prior approval is required for the erection
of a single storey rear extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

West Hill OLD
Prior Approval Not Required
Mrs B Lidster
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Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00490/PDE
Date Issued
10/05/2019
21 Oaklands Road Dartford Kent DA2 6NH
Determination pursuant to Schedule 2, Part 1 (Class A.1 (g) of the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 as to whether prior approval is required for the erection
of a single storey rear extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

Brent OLD
Prior Approval Not Required
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00533/EDCCON
Date Issued
17/05/2019
Eastern Quarry Watling Street Swanscombe Kent
Re-Consultation on Housing Implementation Strategy pursuant to S106 attached to outline planning
permission EDC/17/0048 (our previous ref 19/00035/EDCCON) within Ebbsfleet Development
Corporation

Ward
Decision

Greenhithe OLD
Observations made; List of diversity in housing is limited to 4 products, no discussion about ‘Lifetime
Homes’
Mrs Sonia Bunn

Officer
Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00392/P3Q
Date Issued
13/05/2019
Barn At Northend Farm Park Corner Road Southfleet Kent
Application under Schedule 2, Part 3, Class Q of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted
Development) Order 2015 as to whether prior approval is required for change of use from agricultural
building to provide 1 No. residential unit

Ward
Decision
Officer

Longfield, New Barn & Southfleet OLD
Prior Approval Required and Approved
Mrs Sonia Bunn

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00589/S106CD
Date Issued
Land At Northen Gateway-eastern Parcel
Submission under schedule 3, clause 4.1 under the section 106

Ward
Decision
Officer

Joyce Green OLD
Approval of Details - S106
Sue Wright

Plan Ref
Location

18/00339/S106CD
Date Issued
24/04/2019
Northern Gateway East And Mill Pond Sites (GlaxoSmithKline - Eastern Parcel) Bounded By Hythe
Street, Mill Pond Road, Temple Hill And Central Road Dartford

Proposal

Submission under schedule 3 clause 2.8 of the Section 106 (parking management strategy framework)
dated 14th December 2012 relating to outline planning permission DA/11/00295/OUT for redevelopment
of Northern Gateway East and Millpond sites

Ward
Decision
Officer

Joyce Green OLD
Approval of Details - S106
Sue Wright
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30/04/2019

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00321/CDNA
Date Issued
24/04/2019
Land Adjacent 2 St Marys Road Stone Kent DA9 9AS
Submission of details relating to external materials pursuant to condition 3 of planning permission
DA/15/01590/FUL in respect of erection of a detached building to provide four x 2 bed flats with
associated parking

Ward
Decision
Officer

Stone OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Mrs Emma Eisinger

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00331/CDNA
Date Issued
10/05/2019
Land North Of Hedge Place Road Greenhithe Kent
Submission of details relating to information pack for residents pursuant to condition 22 of planning
permission DA/12/01150/FUL for erection of 56 dwellings comprising 33 x 3 bedrooms and 11 x 4
bedroom houses and 12 x 2 bedroom flats together with associated landscaping works, parking and
infrastructure works

Ward
Decision
Officer

Stone OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Steven Bell

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00059/CDNA
Date Issued
18/04/2019
Littlebrook Power Station Rennie Drive Dartford Kent DA1 5PT
Submission of details relating to archaeology pursuant to conditions 7 & 8 of planning permission
DA/18/00457/FUL for redevelopment of the Site to provide class B8 (storage and distribution) uses and
ancillary class B1 uses with associated access, servicing, parking and landscaping and riverside
enhancements.

Ward
Decision
Officer

Littlebrook OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Steven Bell

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00099/CDNA
Date Issued
03/05/2019
115 Milton Road Swanscombe Kent DA10 0LS
`Submission of details relating to archaeological work pursuant to condition 3 of planning permission
DA/18/00246/FUL for demolition of existing garage and erection of a detached 4 bed dwelling house

Ward
Decision
Officer

Swanscombe OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00413/CDNA
Date Issued
18/04/2019
Land At Northern Gateway-eastern Parcel
Submission of details relating to condition 13(10)open space, conditions 11(1) and 13 (5) boundary
treatment for phase 5c only, conditions 11 (r ) and 13 ( 2) hard landscaping for phases 1-5 and soft
landscaping for phase 5 and public open space attached to outline application DA/11/00295/OUT for
redevelopment

Ward
Decision
Officer

Joyce Green OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Sue Wright
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Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00461/CDNA
Date Issued
21/05/2019
39 Barton Road Sutton At Hone Kent DA4 9EA
Submission of details relating to tree protection measures pursuant to condition 3 of planning permission
DA/19/00079/FUL for demolition of existing garage and erection of a single storey rear and side
extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

Sutton At Hone & Hawley OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location

19/00430/CDNA
Date Issued
17/04/2019
Northern Gateway East And Mill Pond Sites (GlaxoSmithKline - Eastern Parcel) Bounded By Hythe
Street, Mill Pond Road, Temple Hill And Central Road Dartford

Proposal

Submission of details relating to ground water monitoring pursuant to conditions 9 and 10 of planning
permission DA/15/00519/VCON for mixed-use development comprising of between 950-1050 residential
units (Class C3), between 2,500 sq. m to 5,000 sq. m of flexible non-residential uses comprising office
uses (Class B1), retail, financial and professional services, restaurant, cafe and drinking establishment
uses (Class A1/A2/A3/A4); and non-residential institutions/community and assembly and leisure uses
(Class D1/D2); new landscaping, public and private open space; up to 1,250 car parking spaces, cycle
parking, access and other associated infrastructure works

Ward
Decision
Officer

Joyce Green OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Sue Wright

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00557/CDNA
Date Issued
15/05/2019
Former Mabledon Hopsital Site Green Street Green Road Dartford Kent
Submission of details relating to proposed road construction pursuant to condition 11 of planning
permission DA/15/00127/FUL for construction of a crematorium and cemetery including memorial
gardens, wildlife areas, car parking and new access onto Green Street and ancillary works

Ward
Decision
Officer

Darenth
Approval of Details for Conditions
Mrs Sonia Bunn

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00011/CDNA
Date Issued
15/04/2019
Plot E10 Edisons Park Bridge Close Dartford Kent
Submission of details relating to scheme to replace water interception wells (condition 2), piling works
(condition 3), buffer zone to ditch D1 (condition 4) and design over the bridge for mammals (condition
5) pursuant to planning permission DA/16/00696/REM for Reserved matters for erection of 3 No.
buildings to provide 7 No. industrial units

Ward
Decision
Officer

Stone OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Steven Bell

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00361/CDNA
Date Issued
30/04/2019
Knockhall Academy Eynsford Road Greenhithe Kent DA9 9RF
Part submission of details relating to contamination pursuant to condition 4 of planning permission
DA/16/01698/FUL for demolition of existing 6 No. reception and year 1 classrooms and adjoining toilet
block and erection of 6 No. reception and year 1 classrooms with toilets

Ward
Decision
Officer

Greenhithe OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Richard Elder
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Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00172/CDNA
Date Issued
18/04/2019
Knockhall Academy Eynsford Road Greenhithe Kent DA9 9RF
Submission of details relating to surface water drainage pursuant to condition 7 of planning permission
DA/18/00778/VCON for demolition of existing 6 No. reception and year 1 classrooms and adjoining
toilet block and erection of 6 No. reception and year 1 classrooms with toilets

Ward
Decision
Officer

Greenhithe OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Richard Elder

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00047/CDNA
Date Issued
30/04/2019
Land East Of Lowfield Street Dartford Kent
Submission of details relating to protection measures for George V pillar box outside 118 Lowfield Street
pursuant to condition 16 of planning permission DA/16/01919/FUL for development comprising (a)
detailed permission for the demolition of existing buildings, refurbishment of No. 26 Lowfield Street and
the construction of 188 dwellings, retail units, office, cafe?/micro-brewery, detailed landscape strategy,
car parking, new internal access roads, sustainable urban drainage systems; and associated
infrastructure and earthworks (b) outline permission, with all matters reserved except access, for the
demolition of existing buildings and the erection of up to 360 dwellings, flexibility for the following
Use Classes:- A1 (retail), A2 (financial and professional services), A3 (restaurants and cafes) and D1
(non-residential institutions) fronting Lowfield Street, new internal access roads, car parking, sustainable
urban drainage systems; and associated landscaping, infrastructure and earthworks.

Ward
Decision
Officer

Town OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Mrs Sonia Bunn

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00069/CDNA
Date Issued
23/04/2019
Littlebrook Power Station Rennie Drive Dartford Kent DA1 5PT
Submission of details relating to piling/foundation designs pursuant to condition 16 of planning
permission DA/18/00457/FUL for redevelopment of the Site to provide class B8 (storage and
distribution) uses and ancillary class B1 uses with associated access, servicing, parking and landscaping
and riverside enhancements.

Ward
Decision
Officer

Littlebrook OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Steven Bell

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00527/CDNA
Date Issued
13/05/2019
Former Mabledon Hospital Green Street Green Road Dartford Kent
Submission of details relating to foundation design/below ground excavations pursuant to condition 4 of
planning permission DA/15/00127/FUL for construction of a crematorium and cemetery including
memorial gardens, wildlife areas, car parking and new access onto Green Street and ancillary works

Ward
Decision
Officer

Bean & Darenth OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Mrs Sonia Bunn

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00528/CDNA
Date Issued
25/04/2019
Former Mabledon Hospital Green Street Green Road Dartford Kent
Submission of details relating to external materials pursuant to condition 10 of planning permission
DA/15/00127/FUL for construction of a crematorium and cemetery including memorial gardens, wildlife
areas, car parking and new access onto Green Street and ancillary works

Ward
Decision
Officer

Bean & Darenth OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Mrs Sonia Bunn
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Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00529/CDNA
Date Issued
15/05/2019
Former Mabledon Hospital Green Street Green Road Dartford Kent
Part Submission of details relating to construction area of entrance works pursuant to condition 12 of
planning permission DA/15/00127/FUL for construction of a crematorium and cemetery including
memorial gardens, wildlife areas, car parking and new access onto Green Street and ancillary works

Ward
Decision
Officer

Bean & Darenth OLD
Approval of Details for Conditions
Mrs Sonia Bunn

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00284/TPO
Date Issued
10/04/2019
Opposite 34-42 Empire Walk Greenhithe Kent
Application to remove leaning limbs and deadwood over footpath of 1 No. Ash Tree (T415) subject to
Tree Preservation Order No 11 1990

Ward
Decision
Officer

Greenhithe OLD
Consent for TPO
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00352/TPO
Date Issued
07/05/2019
Clevis New Barn Road Longfield Kent DA3 7JE
Application to fell 2 No. Cupressuss and 1 No. Pear tree subject to Tree Preservation Order No.1 1988

Ward
Decision
Officer

Longfield, New Barn & Southfleet OLD
Consent for TPO
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00374/LDC
Date Issued
13/05/2019
Bellevue Main Road Longfield Kent DA3 7PW
Application for a Lawful Development Certificate for proposed erection of a detached outbuilding to
provide garage, gym & games room

Ward
Decision
Officer

Longfield, New Barn & Southfleet OLD
Planning Permission not Required
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00382/LDC
Date Issued
09/04/2019
32 Priory Hill Dartford Kent DA1 2BH
Application for a Lawful Development Certificate for proposed provision of a dormer window in rear
elevation and roof lights in front elevation in connection with providing additional rooms in the roof
space

Ward
Decision
Officer

West Hill OLD
Planning Permission not Required
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00501/LDC
Date Issued
13/05/2019
14 Rayford Close Dartford Kent DA1 3AJ
Application for a Lawful Development Certificate for proposed alterations to roof from hip end to gable
end for provision of dormer window in rear elevation and roof lights in front elevation in connection
with providing additional rooms in the roof space

Ward
Decision
Officer

West Hill OLD
Planning Permission not Required
Mrs B Lidster
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Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00316/LDC
Date Issued
10/04/2019
84 Brent Lane Dartford Kent DA1 1QS
Application for a Lawful Development Certificate for proposed erection of a single storey side extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

Brent OLD
Planning Permission not Required
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00360/LDC
Date Issued
10/04/2019
63 Red Lodge Road Bexley Kent DA5 2JP
Application for a Lawful Development Certificate for proposed erection of a single storey rear extension
and alterations to roof from hip end to gable end for provision of a dormer window in rear roof slope
and roof lights in front roof slope to provide additional rooms in the roof space

Ward
Decision
Officer

Joydens Wood OLD
Planning Permission not Required
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00485/LDC
Date Issued
07/05/2019
72 The Green Darenth Kent DA2 6JU
Application for a Lawful Development Certificate for proposed demolition of existing rear conservatory
and erection of a single storey rear extension together with the installation of a high level window to side
elevation

Ward
Decision
Officer

Bean & Darenth OLD
Planning Permission not Required
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00369/LDC
Date Issued
07/05/2019
63 Princes View Dartford Kent DA1 1RJ
Application for a Lawful Development Certificate for proposed erection of a single storey rear extension
and alterations to roof from hip end to gable end for provision of a dormer window in rear elevation,
roof light in front elevation and window in gable end in connection with providing additional rooms in
the roof space

Ward
Decision
Officer

Brent OLD
Planning Permission not Required
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00313/LDC
Date Issued
10/04/2019
55 Myrtle Road Dartford Kent DA1 2RJ
Application for a Lawful Development Certificate for proposed erection of a single storey rear extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

Princes OLD
Planning Permission not Required
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00309/LDC
Date Issued
10/04/2019
140 Swaisland Road Dartford Kent DA1 3BY
Application for a Lawful Development Certificate for proposed alterations to roof from hip end to gable
end for provision of dormer window in rear elevation and roof lights in front elevation in connection
with providing additional rooms in the roof space

Ward
Decision
Officer

West Hill OLD
Planning Permission not Required
Mrs B Lidster
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Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00462/LDC
Date Issued
13/05/2019
56 Knole Road Dartford Kent DA1 3JW
Application for a Lawful Development Certificate for proposed provision of a side dormer window and
insertion of roof windows in connection with providing additional rooms in the roof space

Ward
Decision
Officer

Heath OLD
Planning Permission not Required
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00495/LDC
Date Issued
13/05/2019
3 Hawley Terrace Hawley Road Hawley Kent DA2 7RN
Application for a Lawful Development Certificate for proposed dormer window in rear elevation and
roof lights in front elevation in connection with providing additional rooms in the roof space

Ward
Decision
Officer

Sutton At Hone & Hawley OLD
Planning Permission not Required
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00289/LDC
Date Issued
10/04/2019
34 St Vincents Avenue Dartford Kent DA1 5DA
Application for a Lawful Development Certificate for proposed provision of dormer window with
Juliette balcony in rear elevation and roof lights in front elevation in connection with providing additional
rooms in the roof space and erection of a detached outbuilding/gym in the rear garden.

Ward
Decision
Officer

Littlebrook OLD
Planning Permission not Required
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00241/FUL
Date Issued
16/05/2019
Selwyn Hawley Road Hawley Kent DA1 1PU
Erection of a two storey side extension incorporating demolition of existing single storey side addition

Ward
Decision
Officer

Sutton At Hone & Hawley OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00261/FUL
Date Issued
03/05/2019
UCC Coffee Riverside Way Dartford Kent DA1 5BS
Erection of a replacement warehouse building and ancillary offices

Ward
Decision
Officer

Joyce Green OLD
Application Permitted
Steve Fraser-Lim

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00366/FUL
Date Issued
17/05/2019
57 James Road Dartford Kent DA1 3NE
Erection of a two storey side extension, single storey rear extension and associated works

Ward
Decision
Officer

Heath OLD
Application Permitted
Richard Elder
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Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00457/FUL
Date Issued
8 Vimy Drive Dartford Kent DA1 5FJ
Erection of a single storey rear extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

Joyce Green OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00310/FUL
Date Issued
2A Woodlands Park Bexley Kent DA5 2EL
Erection of a single storey rear extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

Joydens Wood OLD
Application Permitted
Steven Bell

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00414/FUL
Date Issued
14 Heathclose Avenue Dartford Kent DA1 2PH
Erection of a single storey rear extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

Heath OLD
Application Permitted
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

18/01139/FUL
Date Issued
Hulsewood Lodge Oakfield Lane Wilmington Kent DA2 7AB
Demolition of existing garage and erection of a detached garage

Ward
Decision
Officer

Wilmington OLD
Application Permitted
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00459/FUL
Date Issued
21/05/2019
56 Knole Road Dartford Kent DA1 3JW
Provision of a side dormer window and rear hip to gable roof alteration and insertion of roof windows in
connection with providing additional rooms in the roof space

Ward
Decision
Officer

Heath OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00285/FUL
Date Issued
238 Shepherds Lane Dartford Kent DA1 2PW
Erection of a single storey rear extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

Heath OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs B Lidster
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Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00440/FUL
Date Issued
17/05/2019
49 Longmarsh View Sutton At Hone Kent DA4 9DZ
Erection of a single storey rear extension and provision of additional window in ground floor flank
elevation

Ward
Decision
Officer

Sutton At Hone & Hawley OLD
Application Permitted
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00441/FUL
Date Issued
13/05/2019
184 Watling Street Stone Kent DA2 6EN
Erection of a single storey rear extension incorporating demolition of existing detached garage

Ward
Decision
Officer

Stone OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00160/FUL
Date Issued
09/04/2019
Longfield Service Station 1 - 3 Station Road Longfield Kent DA3 7QD
Erection of single storey extension to the north face of the existing petrol filling station shop. Existing
canopy over the fuel storage tanks to be exhumed and replaced with 2No. new 60,000 litre below
ground double skin steel vessels. Existing canopy over the forecourt replaced with new installed 4.5m
high from the highest forecourt level. Installation of removable bollards along both existing crossings to
the highway to be utilised during fuel deliveries

Ward
Decision
Officer

Longfield, New Barn & Southfleet OLD
Application Permitted
Richard Elder

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00213/FUL
Date Issued
17 Ship Lane Sutton At Hone Kent DA4 9EG
Erection of a front porch (retrospective application)

Ward
Decision
Officer

Sutton At Hone & Hawley OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00217/FUL
Date Issued
01/05/2019
20 Hallford Way Dartford Kent DA1 3AF
Erection of a part two/part single storey rear extension including 2 new ground floor windows within
flank elevation

Ward
Decision
Officer

West Hill OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00335/FUL
Date Issued
07/05/2019
22 Balmoral Road Sutton At Hone Kent DA4 9EY
Erection of a 2m high close boarded fence alongside boundary and adjacent to house and garage and
pedestrian access gate from garden to drive at rear of property

Ward
Decision
Officer

Sutton At Hone & Hawley OLD
Application Permitted
Matthew Apperley
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16/04/2019

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00334/FUL
Date Issued
23/04/2019
38 West View Road Dartford Kent DA1 1TR
Demolition of existing rear projection and erection of a single storey rear extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

Newtown OLD
Application Permitted
Steve Fraser-Lim

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00336/FUL
Date Issued
03/05/2019
3 Vaughan Close Dartford Kent DA1 2JD
Provision of hard standing to provide off street parking in front of the property and vehicle crossover

Ward
Decision
Officer

West Hill OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs Emma Eisinger

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00338/FUL
Date Issued
03/05/2019
69 Ladywood Road Darenth Kent DA2 7LW
Demolition of existing conservatory and single storey rear extension, erection of single storey side and
rear extension including stainless steel flue

Ward
Decision
Officer

Bean & Darenth OLD
Application Permitted
Matthew Apperley

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00386/FUL
Date Issued
17/05/2019
63 West Hill Dartford Kent DA1 2HJ
Provision of a vehicle access onto A226, including reduction in size of front lightwell.

Ward
Decision
Officer

West Hill OLD
Application Permitted
Steve Fraser-Lim

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

18/01122/FUL
Date Issued
14/05/2019
Fillbaskets Red Street Southfleet Kent DA13 9QE
Erection of a detached double garage for new dwelling (approved under reference DA/16/00742/FUL)

Ward
Decision
Officer

Longfield, New Barn & Southfleet OLD
Application Permitted
Matthew Apperley

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

18/01014/FUL
Date Issued
16/04/2019
45 Norfield Road Wilmington Kent DA2 7NY
Alterations to roof for erection of a first floor rear extension with dormer window and Juliet balcony in
rear elevation and dormer window in front roof slope

Ward
Decision
Officer

Joydens Wood OLD
Application Permitted
Abigail Lavery
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Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00231/FUL
Date Issued
12/04/2019
1 St Ronans View Dartford Kent DA1 1QD
Erection of a single storey side extension to provide garage with additional dormer window in front
elevation and dormer window in rear elevation to provide additional floor space above and conversion of
existing attached garage into habitable room with associated alterations to front elevation

Ward
Decision
Officer

Brent OLD
Application Permitted
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00232/FUL
Date Issued
03/05/2019
Rosedale Red Street Southfleet Kent DA13 9QE
Removal of existing front wall and hedging and erection of front boundary wall, pillars and railings
(retrospective application)

Ward
Decision
Officer

Longfield, New Barn & Southfleet OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

18/01655/FUL
Date Issued
11/04/2019
4 Fairway Drive Dartford Kent DA2 6AR
Erection of a part two storey/part first floor/part single storey side/rear extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

Newtown OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00183/FUL
Date Issued
26/04/2019
23 Keith Avenue Sutton At Hone Kent DA4 9HH
Erection of a single storey rear extension and provision of front and side dormer windows to provide
additional rooms in the roof space including reduction in size of existing garage

Ward
Decision
Officer

Sutton At Hone & Hawley OLD
Application Permitted
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00120/FUL
Date Issued
10/04/2019
54 The Green Darenth Kent DA2 6JT
Conversion of existing attached garage into habitable room with associated alterations to front elevation

Ward
Decision
Officer

Bean & Darenth OLD
Application Permitted
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00185/FUL
Date Issued
15 Miskin Road Dartford Kent DA1 2NQ
Erection of a single storey rear and side extensions

Ward
Decision
Officer

West Hill OLD
Application Permitted
Abigail Lavery
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30/04/2019

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00362/FUL
Date Issued
30/04/2019
Adjacent 6 Rose Villas Watling Street Dartford Kent
Proposed upgrade to existing TEF/VF 10m Swann heavy duty sector column

Ward
Decision
Officer

Newtown OLD
Application Permitted
Steven Bell

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00363/FUL
Date Issued
07/05/2019
113 Elm Road Dartford Kent DA1 2SD
Erection of a single storey side extension and demolition of existing garage

Ward
Decision
Officer

Princes
Application Permitted
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00368/FUL
Date Issued
13 Eskdale Close Darenth Kent DA2 6LA
Erection of a single storey extension to front porch

Ward
Decision
Officer

Brent OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs Emma Eisinger

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

18/01660/COU
Date Issued
30/04/2019
20 Lowfield Street Dartford Kent DA1 1HD
Change of use of first floor from Office (class B1) to 2x1 bed flats.

Ward
Decision
Officer

Town OLD
Application Permitted
Steve Fraser-Lim

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00491/FUL
Date Issued
10/05/2019
10 Ridgewood Southfleet Kent DA3 7LS
Erection of single storey front extension to form enlarged garage

Ward
Decision
Officer

Longfield, New Barn & Southfleet OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs Emma Eisinger

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00227/FUL
Date Issued
Nevada Hook Green Lane Wilmington Kent DA2 7AJ
Erection of single storey rear/side extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

Wilmington OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00266/FUL
Date Issued
01/05/2019
13 Seaton Road Dartford Kent DA1 3LB
Demolition of existing garage and side extension and erection of single storey side and rear extension
with open porch to front. Existing house to be rendered.

Ward
Decision
Officer

Heath OLD
Application Permitted
Abigail Lavery
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23/04/2019

09/04/2019

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00268/FUL
Date Issued
16 Chartwell Lane Longfield Kent DA3 7AY
Conversion of existing detached car port to enclosed store

Ward
Decision
Officer

Longfield, New Barn & Southfleet OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00273/FUL
Date Issued
17/05/2019
14 Alexander Road Greenhithe Kent DA9 9HH
Demolition of existing conservatory for erection of a part two/part single storey rear extension and
provision of a raised terrace to rear with privacy screen and additional window in side elevation of
existing house

Ward
Decision
Officer

Greenhithe OLD
Application Permitted
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00314/FUL
Date Issued
01/05/2019
47 James Road Dartford Kent DA1 3NE
Demolition of existing rear conservatory and erection of a single storey rear extension and conversion of
garage/store to habitable room with associated alterations to front elevation

Ward
Decision
Officer

Heath OLD
Application Permitted
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00317/FUL
Date Issued
44 Windsor Drive Dartford Kent DA1 3HN
Erection of a rear lean to shelter (retrospective application)

Ward
Decision
Officer

Heath OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00326/FUL
Date Issued
01/05/2019
29 Robinson Way Northfleet Kent DA11 9AB
Provision of a dormer window and roof light in rear elevation and roof lights in front elevation and
additional window in flank elevation in connection with providing additional rooms in the roof space and
removal of existing shed for provision of a parking space within rear garden

Ward
Decision
Officer

Swanscombe OLD
Application Permitted
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00297/FUL
Date Issued
03/05/2019
1 Greenfinches Longfield Kent DA3 7ND
Erection of a first floor rear extension with Juliette balcony on side elevation and erection of
storey rear extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

Longfield, New Barn & Southfleet OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs B Lidster
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25/04/2019

single

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00412/FUL
Date Issued
14 Borland Close Stone Kent DA9 9PD
Erection of a single storey rear extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

Castle OLD
Application Permitted
Matthew Apperley

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00436/FUL
Date Issued
17/05/2019
WHSmith 19 - 21 High Street Dartford Kent DA1 1DT
Removal of existing entrance doors and replace with automatic bi-fold doors

Ward
Decision
Officer

Town OLD
Application Permitted
Jas Bansil

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00442/FUL
Date Issued
21/05/2019
11 Eden Close Bexley Kent DA5 2EH
Removal of garage and conservatory and erection of a two storey side extension, single storey rear
extension and provision of dormer window on rear elevation and roof lights on front and side roof
slopes in connection with providing additional rooms in the roof space

Ward
Decision
Officer

Joydens Wood OLD
Application Permitted
Matthew Apperley

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00278/FUL
Date Issued
09/04/2019
47 Vale Road Dartford Kent DA1 2TU
Demolition of existing rear conservatory and the erection rear conservatory.

Ward
Decision
Officer

Heath OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

18/01078/FUL
Date Issued
KPT Solutions Burnham Road Dartford Kent DA1 5BD
Erection of a detached building for storage purposes (B8)

Ward
Decision
Officer

Town OLD
Application Withdrawn
Richard Elder

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

18/01650/FUL
Date Issued
07/05/2019
Kent Cottage Stock Lane Wilmington Kent
Demolition of an existing cottage and the erection of a detached chalet-style bungalow

Ward
Decision
Officer

Wilmington OLD
Application Withdrawn
Matthew Apperley
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17/05/2019

11/04/2019

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00520/FUL
Date Issued
14/05/2019
9 Lawrence Hill Road Dartford Kent DA1 3AG
Alterations to roof from hip end to gable end for provision of a dormer window with Juliette balcony in
rear elevations and roof lights in front elevations in connection with providing additional rooms in the
roof space

Ward
Decision
Officer

West Hill OLD
Application Withdrawn
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00294/LDC
Date Issued
07/05/2019
The Nursery Green Street Green Road Dartford Kent DA2 8DP
Application for a Lawful Development Certificate for proposed erection of a detached garage for 2 cars
with a combined use as a workshop

Ward
Decision
Officer

Bean & Darenth OLD
Application Withdrawn
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00524/ADV
Date Issued
20/05/2019
Land At St Clements Way
Display of 2 No. externally illuminated sales signs on land adjacent to junction of St Clements Way and
London Road (retrospective application)

Ward
Decision
Officer

Castle OLD
Application Withdrawn
Steven Bell

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00391/FUL
Date Issued
14/05/2019
4 Turnstone Longfield Kent DA3 7NR
Demolition of existing garage and erection of a two storey side extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

Longfield, New Barn & Southfleet OLD
Application Withdrawn
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00333/TPO
Date Issued
17/05/2019
Adjacent 21 Calcroft Avenue Greenhithe Kent
Application to cutting back of all branches that overhang the boundary of 21 Calcroft Avenue to the line
of the boundary together with necessary shaping to the top of the tree of 1 No. Sycamore (G5) subject
to Tree Preservation Order No. 11 1990

Ward
Decision
Officer

Greenhithe OLD
Refusal TPO; Unnecessary and unjustified
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00458/TPO
Date Issued
21/05/2019
Entrance To Monks Orchard Wilmington Kent
Application to re-pollard 2 No. Common Lime trees (T1 & T2) at 9 to 10 metres in height subject to
Tree Preservation Order No.4 1995

Ward
Decision
Officer

Princes OLD
Refusal TPO; Unnecessary and unjustified
Mrs B Lidster
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Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00455/TPO
Date Issued
13/05/2019
52 Joydens Wood Road Bexley Kent DA5 2HT
Application to crown reduce by 30% to 1 No. oak tree subject to Tree Preservation Order No.6 2007

Ward
Decision
Officer

Joydens Wood
Refusal TPO; Detrimental visual impact; no arboricultural reason for works
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00484/TPO
Date Issued
21/05/2019
Entrance To Monks Orchard Wilmington Kent
Application to pollard back down to original points 2 No. Common Lime trees (A & B) and fell 1 No.
Sycamore tree (C) subject to Tree Preservation Order No.4 1995

Ward
Decision
Officer

Princes OLD
Refusal TPO; Unnecessary and unjustified
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00406/FUL
Date Issued
03/05/2019
45 Windsor Drive Dartford Kent DA1 3HW
Erection of a first floor side/rear extension and provision of roof light to existing single storey rear
extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

Heath OLD
Application Permitted
Steven Bell

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00552/FUL
Date Issued
15/05/2019
79 Shepherds Lane Dartford Kent DA1 2PA
Provision of a pitched roof over existing flat roofed single storey rear extension, removal of windows in
side elevation, alterations to front porch and provision of roof lights in front elevation in connection with
providing additional rooms in the roof space

Ward
Decision
Officer

West Hill
Application Permitted
Steven Bell

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00351/FUL
Date Issued
07/05/2019
3 Firmin Road Dartford Kent DA1 3AR
Erection of a single storey side/rear annexe with single storey front extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

West Hill OLD
Application Permitted
Steve Fraser-Lim

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00505/FUL
Date Issued
10/05/2019
Bellevue Main Road Longfield Kent DA3 7PW
Conversion of existing attached garage to habitable room with associated alterations to front and side
elevations and addition of a chimney

Ward
Decision
Officer

Longfield, New Barn & Southfleet OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs Emma Eisinger
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Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00246/FUL
Date Issued
09/04/2019
39 Chatsworth Road Dartford Kent DA1 5AT
Erection of a single storey rear/side extension and alterations to and replacement roof to existing
conservatory

Ward
Decision
Officer

Town OLD
Application Permitted
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00407/FUL
Date Issued
Heathwinds Common Lane Wilmington Kent DA2 7AX
Erection of a single storey rear extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

Wilmington OLD
Application Permitted
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

18/00989/FUL
Date Issued
25/04/2019
Lads Of The Village Elizabeth Street Stone Greenhithe Kent DA9 9AT
Erection of two 3 bed semi-detached dwellings with associated parking and amenity space, and creation
of new access

Ward
Decision
Officer

Stone OLD
Application Permitted
Matthew Apperley

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00262/FUL
Date Issued
16/04/2019
57 Squires Way Wilmington Kent DA2 7NN
Erection of a single storey rear extension, single storey front extension, first floor front extension and
provision of dormer window with Juliette balcony in rear elevation, roof lights and window in front
elevation in connection with providing additional rooms in the roof space, erection of a front porch
(revisions to previously approved planning application DA/18/01023/FUL)

Ward
Decision
Officer

Joydens Wood OLD
Application Permitted
Abigail Lavery

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00083/FUL
Date Issued
13/05/2019
9 North Road Dartford Kent DA1 3NA
Demolition of existing rear conservatory and detached garage and erection of a single storey rear
extension and detached outbuilding

Ward
Decision
Officer

Heath OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00208/FUL
Date Issued
08/05/2019
111 Main Road Sutton At Hone Kent DA4 9HQ
Erection of a two storey rear extension (including demolition of existing side conservatory) with
extended loft conversion to provide additional rooms in the roof space

Ward
Decision
Officer

Sutton At Hone & Hawley OLD
Application Permitted
Abigail Lavery
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13/05/2019

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00209/FUL
Date Issued
09/04/2019
A Pile And Sons Enterprise Car Hire 125 St Vincents Road Dartford Kent DA1 1UU
Removal of 3 No. poles supporting telecommunications antenna, installation of 3 No. replacement
braced support poles supporting 6 No. telecommunication antenna, addition and replacement of roof
mounted telecommunications equipment units, replacement and relocation of existing cabinets at ground
floor level together with ancillary development.

Ward
Decision
Officer

Newtown OLD
Application Permitted
Steve Fraser-Lim

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00258/FUL
Date Issued
10 Appleton Drive Wilmington Kent DA2 7EN
Erection of a first floor side extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

Wilmington OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00402/FUL
Date Issued
15/05/2019
79 Shepherds Lane Dartford Kent DA1 2PA
Conversion of outbuilding & garage to provide annexe accommodation with associated alterations to east
elevation

Ward
Decision
Officer

Heath OLD
Application Permitted
Steven Bell

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00330/FUL
Date Issued
36 Cedar Drive Sutton At Hone Kent DA4 9EN
Erection of a first floor front and side extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

Sutton At Hone & Hawley OLD
Application Permitted
Mrs B Lidster

Plan Ref
Location
Proposal

19/00383/FUL
Date Issued
30/04/2019
51 Windsor Drive Dartford Kent DA1 3HW
Erection of a first floor side/rear extension and single storey rear extension

Ward
Decision
Officer

Heath OLD
Application Permitted
Steve Fraser-Lim
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